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IMAMEIRIGAI

Wj& Malice toward None, wkh Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
QRABounty, New Mexico. Saturday. November 16, 1918.
.fioy

Volume XV.

Number 40

--

Celebrate Peace' To JElectOfficers

Scarcitv of Workers Rrfr.0Ü. Expert Opinion
Mexican Women to the S. thefirst of
article

The Aainual election of officers
ofthe.Roy Chapter of the Red
dross. will beheld at the workroom, Wednesday evening Nov.
2Sd at.7,30 The Branches nd
Auxiliaries at Mills, Solano and
Mosquero, will hold 'their ''election the same day.
'
tin.
'Mayor FVeüh Brown presided.
All.members are urged to at- The speaking was in the lee side ttend and help select your officers.
of! the FloerBheim Co warehouse
Mis. F. A. Roy, Chairman.
'
the. speakers-- - Prof Trumbiill,
Father Vachon. Jake Fkoersheim Albert Wontoya, eon of Joan B.Jflon- Wil-- . toya, 01 near rasamente, died. Monda
Pjfof.'CreigbauTatiand'ReT.
- v
.
. .
son. Patriotic songs by a cbwir irom tne nu. at his home near hia
father's ranch. He was a dudU in
of Jadees, with piano, fife and the Roy schools for several
years and
drum music ;and a cannonadig a Ibright younjr man with a brilliant
from a miscellaneous lot of or- íiíhire ; eéf ore him. He was married
and leaves a
little. hahv.
dnanoe from tther roof, were tfce 'Xbs funeral .was feld and
at the home
: main .features.
'The cold, caw Tuesdy-- I
Business was suspended in Roy
' Wednesday afternoon and all
"who were intown joined in 'an
celebrating the end of the war.
Patriotic .ongs and
speeches were indulged

A Close Call

The
Albert Mitchell, son of T. E.
recognizable
pen
from
E. Dana John- Mitchell of Albert had a narrow
son editor of the Santa Fe, New escape from death last week by
Mexican,' is as follows and it nicotine poisoning while dipping
J ....
stock. Forsome hours his life
voices our sentiment to a dot
v.
Johnson was 111 during the hung in the balance but youth
campaign and it is hard to be and a "good constitutiou finally
f
,1
:.
lieve the editorial in that sheet triumphed. The poison from
'.'.jf I i
i
was written by him. The belief the tobacco in stock dip is a
thát it was not is all that kept serious danger. to those working
many readers here from sending over and breathing the fumes
in a stop order on it. But this from it. Men who use tobacco
habiUially are seldom affected by
rings true once more "New Mexico is not a Republi it but those who do not are apt
can state. New Mexico is not a to breathe too much of it and be
.r.j
V'
h. r
..
Democratic state. ' Fortunately overcome as was Albert. He
for us all. it is a state in which was able to drive to Clayton this
'
' f
,
the votes of independent citizens week and take the train for a
independently cast, swing tne training, camp from which he
1
balance of power to and fro ac will likely soon return as the war
S
wind made it 'disagreeable to be
Prof. Trumbull, Agricultural :Agent
cording to their best judgment. will not require more soldiers.
i;outihust the crowd stuck it out of the E.
& S. W, came up from
In the campaign just closed it
t. tho not as demonstrative
íhey El Taso,'Honday, ard Is looking ver '
Judge Tony Chavez, and
i
the
situation
was
here.
Jle
the verdict of those in
is
i"
v wouldiiave been-oa aicer daj.
Raphel
Texier, and son came in
with Ihe wheat prospect nd also
dependent-voterthat the Re
The United War work
the bean market aad is giving a few
Roy
to
to
bring Manuel Naranjo
publicans of the state offered
tips to the; growers of lata
rf
given a send-ofwell as
,
who
was seriously ill with the
the best state ticket and that
i start the quota ifor this district geffhering statistics that are íar more
reliable than any the OoDermwnt
"Flu."
the interests of the nation de
and itspurposeand needs
agencies are getting.
manded the election of Republi
riTLe patriotism
l"
Neis Benson's sale was re
can senator and congressman.
J.MtkHW went ta
of Royipeople andiinterestin the THonSay
;''
with a car load f horses, bi- markable
in that his cows
They did not vote the Rerjubli- u boy s in Europe lhas mot stmvei cmurapeom
or Neis Benaons and his
r
....
'i '?'
brought
the highest prices ever
can ticket merely because it was
with the armisfcce,aand will .not J own race bsed stock. Be will return
paid
shortly and embark in other ventures.
yet
on the mesa. One cow
J
Republican. Two years from
sold
for
and all averaged
$176.00
today
!
if conditions were revers
service. '. The Prautical associat- - 'Mra. "Margaret Bursidc and "Mttie
--"3
.
100.00,
over
sold for
Chickens
(son.
down
ed
they would reverse their votes
fnma 'Rafiin
.bmer.rame
,etChr4an war vworkers wfaoi Monday
"
- ,. ,J
,
to
.S
visit
i
'
$1.00
her
father,
each
in
and
things
Jake
other
do the ycjil of itiim who seent HKerns. They
The New Mexican hones and
returned Tuesflmv.
proportion.
".
expects that the incoming state
y
tthem as He did leather than!
Ten ar" loads of beans were lodded
; prate oí jpetty dqpma$, flnd rave
officers
will live up to their pledin
by 'the
biir WBrwhomoii in itan40Ttüiiáin
Acacia Lodge. A. F. & A. M '
living and working conditions by the International! ges to give the state an honest,
American
;againstaiicw so cSlUslvvices, are hmt
Ruy this weék nd the ertm "has fcaifltr nnstitKte, of
de Mining Women's Christian Association.
has made application for a chart
This work is cen- - efficient.conseructive
. A:ituitu,
;geltipg their rewardaa recognition (commenee'd ' to- come in s vet. Tie' énnnJ
t
n
administraíww n O
a xas, ior a
woiuffn. '
0u
er
at the session of the Grand
beunR fSiinnpH aro
iwlnmul
tion. If they do that they will
of.
rr
uid
.the Bold
'vb.uLu .11n ti.
Lodge
to be held at Tucumcari
satífced in J
aid
win in 1920. If they do not do
.dierswlwikwe fotuihtine ffreat r
www.
hiiu
iu mic manner
Nov.
18th.
This new lodge has
ibaUie for illiristiaiiity.
that they, will be as decisively
that is prescribed by tie Bean Assomade
a
ciation Tor getting into the market.
remarkable record sinca
beaten in 1920 as they have been
The Association-coulnot handle fliem
the dispensation was crantPif
"
decisively
succesful this year.'
iredericdOen left!; Wednesday tetter if as well as the buyers are do- them last 'summer. Several of
The
Recession
of complete ficers
for üOhio ater his vróit, here
and members plan to go to
power
to one party for the first
fiince the d?jKj h of m brother.
Sirs. Fred Sisson' and three "boya
Tucumcari
to attend Grand Lodge
Rratphnnd
time SÍílfA
io nf
EdvQen
ompaittted him to left Monday for Marion, IniTinns
causb oí- jubilation to the Re- where "Fred is employed at "his old
AbiQ.
PAY YOUR PLEDGE "
trade ef iron founder, They will make
puDiicans.
In
the
other
election
....
j
home
Hi,f
their
there in futura
'
r I Í
the state ticket wa3 split. ,
Quite a number of signers of
4.
Enearnackifc.Sandovii aajdsftn keep tCWrifswiiihfiwhich tfeey komt- But jubilation, must not turn pledges for the purchasexof
steaaea.
Albert, jare Sjheie from Warous
war
to autocracy or to.
visiting friendt Albert (was re-- 1
and thrift stamps are now from
t
..
a
,1,
a
.
uuwn
i.
tie
tuoi
vais
in
da
':. I.,
the wish of the people for a civic one to three months in arrearsCenUyoMchargfid from aauflitary JBell paslwre delayed traffic for all day
idealism m state affairs.
"
camp iwaiuortua tor diaaüitity. 7"
n
Please look up yonr card and if
TV
flnn ft nxh fnf H.
f
Let it be remembered that 15, this means you, go to the Post- iVvfc.
notning t ño but pick it all up and
000
voters are coming back to the office or Roy Trading Co. and
repair the tradk'feef
cxnM
JoeEáJJardwaí in from ithe
U Señora PtsioU eiU rfonrth tfroa the reader?s left. They are
state before another election, make it good.
ranch Wedjisjdayiior a load ,ef
the
of
that probably 2500 Democrats on The Government needs the mon
mw
feed.
regee. m San Anton the east side and in
Soldier Letter
WMexlt
the Pecos ey now moie than at any previ
Valley failed to vote and that ous time, Unless you
Somewhere in Fraitce, Oct 10.
have eood
Union Susday
at the Dear Friend:
í
the average Republican majority and sufficient reason to present
(Christiau 'Church will begain delintful letter fSkptti, and was I
is a little less than 2000.
to the Council of Defence, you
near irom you. 'Yon think that
íígain Sunday 17th, .Allorgedto Igiaajo
If Governor-elecam lonesome; now eould 1 be lone
Larrazolo. should pay it promptly.
'..cerne. '
some wnen l near bo often om you;
and his associates meet the
v
your letters are so xfteerful, so patri
C. L. WENSELL,
views
of the independent citizen
1
delightful, how couM 1 feel
I
iNow that the .work! is madef otic,-sWm. G. JOHNSON.
X.
...
I
ship
fclue wjll you tell e1wwl-ei
of New Mexico, if they
' Sate for DemoxjracyM
the quet you, now can I nav vou for votw thank
Mgrs.
W.
&T.
Stamp Campaign.
Win".
...
give us, an upright, dignified.
V
.tion arises "I .New Mexico hness? Do I want nvthinir? What
administration they Arthur Burleson
klse but your letters. 4hev re na
isafe ior Democrats".?
came home
good as anything
will get the big majority of those
n earth, and let
last
week
from
Tulsa,
Okla. to
you that I appwjeiate fhem
.
votes as a reward for honest
.
"7 assure
KlítwjrshrfMTn
i
lw. T
WllfUl Krnft
mM.rirfhir.n.
ill 'Thuva
make proof on his homested.
j
service rendered.
fnvrapnvoiAl
wbh to fill any. tmace in the
$n't
:
fftvnm.
v.
i
' T, --nnthav'mv
may carrv mtze merticines.
The Repnblican party has its
"oat
mat
AH who wish to assist with th
ed from the Flu.
instead 01 a gut a good win is by far
ji chance through its officers-elei
Christmas Boxes, are asked tot
better than a gift, and your letters
to justify the confidence reposed report to
Mjs.,AJ S. BansoB;f:Springer Show at, I tfe&nk you.
officers of the Chpter,
Xes,, I have jno doubt fliat America
But
in
it.
it
must
remember
you
If
cant
trisiting
work vou can lpnvo
is
at the parental J. has began to feel the pangs of he war
have
those
officers
that
been
for
dollar
a
many
the Christmas boxes
have fallen and manv will fall
Floersheim home in Roy.
elected for TWO years, not for or Soldiers with Wm.
butíheer un. America, the dar is fast
G. John
coming when the wounds will toe heal-- 4
a lifetime. The party is on trial son, at the postoffice.
Irvin Ogden, Jr. and wife ea,
except a few little wooden crosses
The voters are the jury.
came home Wednesday inom will rcmam in the soil of muclt suf
The
facts will determine the If you can afford silk hose,
fering
qd
France,
America
will
Chelsea Okla. where he has been
emerge pointing at them with pride
in 1920. Prudence cries dont say you cant afford to irive
verdict
working at the oil wells. They to the world, recounting their
heroic
'Go
slow".
to the United War Workers Camare visiting the parental Rey. deeds, the deeds of her bravo sons.
iaviors
of
the
world,
civilization
cad
paign.
It is not concistent ncr.
JSowell home near Mofax.
peace.
to
Pogue
is
fair
at
brother, sweetheart
clerk
that
Mr.
new
the
The Germans are crmnblinir hpnr
friend
khe
who
or
He
Pharmacy.
Fairview
has been fighting
the
irresistible
advance
of
the
Yanks
F.E. Epps, started Thursday on
tpardon me for saying Germans, I
'
you
for
to
fit
job
over.
into
like
seems
the
a
nú.
íujJt, MLijj w vmcuil III mo really mean beasts) for if the world
'
veteran.'
Ford truck which is fixed up for were to see the atrocities thnt thev
have,perpetuated in the countrv that.
Miss Fetzer, teacher of the Roy
an ideal prairie schooner. Mrs. they
invaded, it could not help but
Sunday
Again
Church
high
school, Miss Eula Hanna
Epps will remain here with the name them beasts in human form. I
teacher of the 6th and 7th grades
saw one of them, an old lady, of the
children till he gets located.
Rev.' Wilson announces that
age of 75 years, to whom the beasts
are ill with inf liienza and unable
í
,
a
....
....
.'...
perpetuated the foulest and infamous
.t
'j,
there will be regular services of to teach.
í
A young vlady, daughter of outrage because they found that she ' f
"
,
M.tl
,
.,!
,'
Methodist at the Christain Chrch
Vidal Salizaar, ofjMosquero, died had seven sons in the French nrmv
in Roy Sunday Nov. 17th at 11,
and now tfiey are suing for psace, and
Miss Sofia Romero, daughter
from pneumonia Wednesday.
A. M. and 7.30 P,M. following
aDove ail, they want a peace with
n
Mr. and Mrs.
Romehonor. For the love of find
the Union .Sunday School nd of
Mrs. S. Tyler, came down from do they deserve
'
No,
it?
I don't think
at the
t
.
Y.P.S.C.E. Rev. Wilson will ro, died of pneumonia
Dawsonlast Friday to attend to mak- so. They deserve a brand on
their
Hospital
Wednesday
PJumlee
ing proof on their homestead in La ioreheads recounting their atrocities
preach his first sermon in Roy at
Cinta canyon. She returned Sunday SO that the World mav knnw t.lipm and
'
night, after an illness of but a
'
r
wV
this time having been prevented
on thg belated Polly train.
be aware of them in the future.
few days.
by the quarantine heretofore.
Well, I think I have parlied a little
T. R. Pint went to Kansas City too much and the censnr mav nrrafh
Polifch women In Wilson's state are doing farm work Jn place of men,
Monday to look up a location or trade a good bit out, so I must close, thank
J. F. Arnett orders the
Mrs. Jim Turner and Children
while their families, children, are cared for by the Young Women's Chrisor make arrangements to Ijve back ing ypsi again, l am ,
him at Dawson. He went
sent
tian Association.
This is the champion wooían potaio gatherer ot the en-- concluded their visit at the Neis
east again. He admits he may be
Your sincere friend,
'
;..-.:Ure state.
glad to come back here after seeing
Sgt. G. A. Julius,
Benson home and left for Daw there to work and caught the Flu
'
conditions back there.
but is over it.
son Tuesday,
out-do-
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SOLDIERS UNWILLING
BASEBALL PARAPHERNALIA

ií

YANKEE

TO

LEAVE

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

FOR GERMANS

New Mexico
Tamato Hykashl, familiarly known
la Togo In the battalion, joined tip at
He was a bright, attractive little Japanese with a beatldr
ralle and aome quaint knowledge of
English. 'XI out honorable eonscllp-Ho- n
no catch me,' be told the recruit-lo- g
officer with a wide, disarming

imlle.
"He pot married' opposite the ques-Bo- n,
"married or single,' on the attestation form, and favored the. officer
with a pictorial view of bla family a
pretty almond red girl and two doll-tibabies. He accepted tbe assurance
that they would be looked after by
the Canadian government with beams
of delight Then, squaring himself as
If be were going to tight the whole
German army, be strode away happily with a sergeant to tbe military de-

Notea Bandmaster Says Germana Can
Never Stand Against Our Marks-me-n
Make

Clever Demon-

stration of His Point.

Shoot with both eyes open and get
'em every time."
That's the advice of John Philip
Sonsa, sometimes known as a bandmaster, sometimes as Lieutenant Soa
t k
fx
I t.
sa, U. S. N, but for the moment speak
A
x
Ing as a trapshooter of long experience
and for some years president of the
American Amateur Trapshooters' as
sociation.
The trapshooters are in high glee
Just now, because shotguns have been
playing an Important part In tbe re
pot
cent successes of our troops, so Im
"Togo became a Lewis gunner, the
portant a part that tbe Germans were
est 'o. 1 In the unit He developed
provoked to the point of calling them
a pension for the weapon that amount-a- d
barbarous, there being some subtle
almost to Idolatry, and during the
distinction in the German mind be.
days
Iristrucastonished
gaining
the
tween
scattering shot with a shrapnel
es, not Infrequently, by scoring posshell and with a shotgun shell.
éeles on Intricate landwape targets.
The load they are reported as using
Hun feel peevishly when honorable
in tne shotguns in tbe trenches will go
Lewis talk with a full mouth.' he used
h
through a
plank at 100 yards,
to boast, and then proceeded to sproy
covering an area of nine square feet
bullets at an amazing rate and with
"The Germans can never stand
onmnny accuracy on Indicated posiagainst our marksmen. We are too
e
of the mactions the
good shots." Sousa believes.
hine-gun
school.
"But why do yon say, 'Shoot with
"The loss, in transit from Japan, of
eyes openT - Isn't It Instinctive
both
almond-eyegirl
from
the
letters
close
one eye when sighting a rifle?"
to
conversations with 'honorable
"Yes, it Is Instinctive, but most InLewis" sad. crooning, little talks that
Playing Championship Game Behind the Firing Linea In France.
stinctive things are wrong. We have
none of the gun team understood. But
to specially train and put checks on
upon
Interor
they would not Intrude
Next to rifle, ammunition and canteen, American soldiers seem to rank
rupt him.
baseball supplies among the list of the necessities of life In the front lines.
"The Lewis gun posts, pushed well At least such waa the decision of a Yankee unit operating with the, French
out In the crater area of the neutral forces lately. It happened that this unit got Into a very hot corner and the
ground, had been put out of action, the order came to retreat
guns destroyed, and the crews mangled
The necessity for baste made It Impossible for the men to carry much
by a hurricane barrage all except one. with them In the way of personal belongings, but when they, arrived at a
Toward evening, as tbe German Infan- station out of Immediate danger It was found that the baseball paraphertry advanced to complete the work of nalia had been saved, while many kinds of personal belongings had been
the high explosive and shrapnel, this
one gun stuttered defiance and pecked
The balls and gloves bad been furnished by the Y. M. C A. and the
little gaps here and there In the on- men took It upon themselves to carry them In preference to their own little
.
coming waves of
Its spas- luxuries.
.
i
Indicated to tbe anxmodic
As soon as the unit bad reached a quiet place the supplies were turned
iously listening men In the front line over to the T. M. C. A. secretary, who was Immediately called on to reissue
that either the gun .or the gunner had them for a game. The tide of war ebbs and flows apparently, but baseball
not entirely escaped tbe shrapnel balL goes on forever.
Then silence.
"A bent burdened figure emerged
COBB LEADS IN POPULARITY J SCHROTH AS SWIM CHAMPION
from a shell crater, 75 yards In
of the oncoming Huns, and stagi
t
gered towards the Canadian Unes. Bats Bearing Autograph of Detroit Sacramento Lad Seems to Have Suc
.
Í
Twice he fell, but struggled gamely to
Slugger Are In Greatest Demand
ceeded Lieutenant Norman Rosa
his feet pursued by scattered rifle fire.
by Soldiers.
on .Pacific Coast.
I
It was Togo. A dozen volunteers
leaped the parapet to bis assistance;
George Schroth of Sacramento seems
Who la the most popular major
;
a hundred rifles held up the enemy.
league ball player among the Yankee to have succeeded Lieutenant Norman
"They lowered him gently Into the soldiers
" I'
I" HI'
"'f
iw..and at camps at hornet Boss of San Francisco as the all
abroad
--- trench, marveling at the vitality that
The question has been answered by round swimming champion of Califor
had animated the terribly torn body. the
'
demands of American soldiers on nia. Although hardly In Ross' class,
John Philip Sousa.
The gun he saved lay, smeared with the Clark C. Griffith bat and ball
Schroth
fund
been
baa
winning
most of
blood, beside him. His shattered ana
for bats. In applying for the baseball the Pacific A. A. TJ. title races since our Instincts all the time, and shootmoved towards It as bis spirit hov,
Ross left the sport to enter the avia- ing Is no exception.
ered on the brink of the shadow, a
eye
yon
only
one
"Why
use
should
hag
tion
service,
added
and
he
to
Just
smile lighted up the drawn face. 'Him
his laurels a victory in the long dis- when shooting? Do you look at a pret
have íast good talk. . Hun no catch
ty girl wltli only one eye? Do you
tance classic of the district
honorable Lewis,' be said and passed
squint up one eye when you read?
e
was
event
The
over
a
decided
outopen water course at Neptune - "No, sir ; my boy, keep both of yout
Beach, Schroth completing the trip eyes open when you shoot rifle oi
First Patents for Steamboats,
through heavy seas In 1 hour 12 min- shotgun. Nature has taken care that
By a number of curious coincidences
utes 42 seconds and defeating by near- one eye will do the actual sighting
the United States government Issued
ly six minutes his closest opponent. we call .that the pilot eye and that
Its first patents for steamboats on Au
Jack Wolyniek, of the Coast Guard the other will remain passive. The
gust 28, 1791, to Nathan Bead, John
arrangement of vision varies In differ-- ,
service.
Fitch, James Rumsey and John Steverft people."
ens. Some time previous to the IssuAnd to demonstrate this point Sousa
BOXING BÓUTS IN AUSTRALIA
ing of these patents Bead Invented
made the Interviewer sight an object
the necessary machinery to adapt
across the room through a finger ring.
Hippodrome,
Accommodating
3,000
Watts' steam engine to boat and land
keeping both eyes open.
carriages. In 17S9 he exhibited to a
Persona, Is Used Twice Week"Now close one eye."
committee of the American Academy
ly Interest Prevails.
The Interviewer did so, and thé ob
of Arts and Sciences a model of a
ject was still In range.
-steamboat with paddle wheels, which
Discussing boxing In Australia,
Now the other."
be designed to connect with a
"Snowy" Baker says: "For reasons
The object appeared a foot out ot
engine. Bead also invented a
that must be known to Americans range.
multitubular boiler and still another
there have. been Important modifica
"That merely shows that In your
form of boiler on the same principle as
tions of professional contests. The case the right eye Is the pilot eye. But
Is used at the present day on our locohuge Sydney Stadium, which has a your passive left eye, If you kept it
motives.
The fire passed through
seating capacity of 1T.000, Is closed open, would be roving around, dou
small spiral tubes, and In this way
during the war, so now local mitt ar bllng your horizon, and free to detect
consuming the smoke and several othtists must trek to the Hippodrome, a the slightest motion elsewhere.
er forms wijh many apartments to
fine building, which can accommodate
"Let a Hun stick his head up three
which the water was to be gradually
8,000.
The structure is used twice feet away from where you happen to
admitted as fast as it was evaporated.
Captain Tyrua Cobb.
weekly for mixed boxing and vaudebe aiming with one eye closed, and
ville, but, as the boxing contests are
bim. And
outfits tbe soldiers are permitted to limited to ten rounds and the price of you'd probably never see
you can
Wooden Shipbuilding In Australia.
specify which player's name goes on admission must not exceed 50 cents. you want to see all the Huns
The lack of shipbuilding and the the bats. Willows bearing the auto
when you've got a gun handy. ,
pressing need of providing cargo space graph of Ty Cobb are In greatest de It will be seen that no very big purses
"So, I 6ay, shoot with both eyes
for the 5,000,000 tons of wheat and the mand 5,882 sticks on which appears can be hung up for the lads. How- open."
' large quantities
of other products the name of the leading American ever, Interest In the sport prevails, and
awaiting shipment In Australia Is caus- league nl rigger have been distributed big crowds attend the bouts.
BOSTON FANS ARE VETERANS
ing a revival of wooden shipbuilding to Uncle Sam's fighters.
which was comparatively Important la
Walter Johnson is the next popular ROWING RACES AT HARVARD Organization Was Formed In 1873 and
the days when wooden sailing ships player. The famous twlrler's name apCalled Junior Baseball Players'
were the dominant type ef vessel. Con- pears on 1,740 bats. Then in order 8port, However, Will Merely Be
Association.
common-wealth
by
tbe
tracts have been let
come those stamped wltfi Benny
Wllllwn Haines
government for the construc- KaufTs name, 1,680; Sam Rice, 1,138,
at Coach.
There Is an organization of baseball
tion of 12 wooden vessels of about and Frank Baker, with 1.12L These
fans In Boston that antedates the Na2,000 tons each at Sydney and six of are the only ones above the thousand . William Haines,
as conch
was formed In 1873
2,300 tons at Fremantle, West Aus- mark. An outstanding feature of the of rowing at Harvard to the advisory tional league.' It
Baseball
tralia, with a posslbllty of arranging request Is that Tris Speaker's name Is rowing committee, has asked 6tudents and was named the Junior
Its membership
Players'
association.
considerably
number.
larger
It marked on only 321 of more than 20,- - Interested in the sport to report for
for a
then being young ball players. When
la also proposed to build 20 vessels of 000 bats.
,
practice daily.
the National league was organized In
from 500 to 2,000 tona In Tasmania.
No attempt at organized college 1870 It became an organization of fans
Scientific American. ,
aquatics will bo attempted. It Is an- rather than players and has maintainIS NOW SECOND LIEUTENANT nounced.
Members of the student ed Its Btatus since. The youngsters
The Simplest Way.
army training corps who wish may have become old men, but they still
Mrs. Flash went away to spend a "Chuck" Garland of Pittsburgh, For. form crews for
com- meet to "fan." Recently the annual
'
petition.
fortnight with a friend,' and while she
mer Tennis Champion, Is Given
reunion was held In Boston, with some
was away Mr. Flash wrote to ask ber
Commission In Army.
twenty or more of the original memY
where she'd put the key of the billiard
TÓ BASEBALL IN AIRPLANES bers in attendance.
room.
Charles "Chuck" Garland of Pitts"In my bolero pocket," he wrota burgh has been commissioned a sec- New Mode of Travel May Be Adopted ROOT IS ARMY CAMP TRAINER
back, "somewhere In the wardrobe."
ond lieutenant In the field artillery.
After War Is OverScheme
When Mrs. Flash got back she found Lieutenant Garland was the former
i
Champion
Has Been Tried.
Former
' Appointed Athletic Instructor
United States Junior tennis champion
the wardrobe absolutely empty.
"Where have you put all my things?" and also the former western PennsylWhen this cruel war Is over, perat Arcadia.
vania title holder, relinquishing the haps the major league clubs and
she asked her husband.
"My dear," said be sternly, "you toid title to William T. Tilden II, In the some of the minors, too, for that matJack Root, former
tne that key waa In your bolera pocket tournament held at the P. A. A. courts ter will adopt the scheme of some of champion of the world, has been ap
'
these ball teams of military aviators pointed athletic Instructor under ColIn that wardrobe, I searched, and as bast July.
Lieutenant Garland was In training and make their trips in airplanes. Sev-! onel Hensely . at Camp Arcadia, , in
I don't know a bolero from a box plait
I Just took everything Into the garden, practically all summer at New Haven eral Instances are recorded of aviators southern California. This camp was
set fire to them, and recovered the key and Camp Jackson, S. C, receiving his setting out to play a ball game with established on what was the former
from the ashes 1" Adelaide, Australia, preliminary military training at the some other service team making the site of "Lucky" Baldwin's Santa Anita
XaleR. O. T. C
trln through tho air.
race track.
.
Chronlcl
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Pithy News Items

TALKS ON SHOOTING
Urges Trapshooters to "Shoot
'Em With Both Eyes Open."

Vs

Vancouver,

IlllliS SIGH TRUCE

(

.

WHICH BIDS WAR

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

GERMANY

ACCEPTS
ALLIED
PEACE TERMS AND SLAUGH- TER CASES ON ALL
FRONTS

IMFlliyfMGErai

rlc.
Wnura Kwj,pr Union
Luna county finds big market for
farm truck among towns of Grant
county. s
0
Chaves stockman disposes of
of
tccouut
on
sheep
worth of
f75-00-

J

Milt

It

Tomas Jaramlllo of Jomes waa finad
With Revolts Raging AH Over Empire
ITS and costs for killing wild turkey
and Socialist As Chancellor Things out of season.
Too Hot For Wilhelnv-Eb-ert
Heads
Antonio Pacheco, county farm agent
New GovernaaenL
for Sandoval county, dlod after an attack of pneumonia, was burled at Ber-

Paris, Not. 11. Germany has sur
rendered. The armistice has been
signed. Marshal Foch has received
assurance of German people that the
allies will meet with no further, re
sistance and that every implement of
warfare the German war machine has
is at the disposal of the allies. Even
the German fleet will be surrendered.
After four years of the bloodiest war
in the history of the" world peace has
come.

Washington, Nov. 11. The world
war will end this morning at 6 o'clock
Washington time, 11 o'clock Paris
time. The armistice was signed by
the German representatives at mid
night This announcement was made
by the state department at 2:50 o'clock
this morning.
The terms of the armistice, it was
announced, will not be made public
until later. Military men here, however, regard it as certain that they

nalillo.
The flu situation in Taos has been
taken In hand by the mountain division of tbe Red Cross through the
New Mexico representative and a hospital was established there.
the ranch house of Mr. and Mrs.
Julian, east of Levy, was burned to
The c'onflagation was
the ground.
caused by the explosion of a can of
roof tar which had been placed on.
the stove.
Democratic, state committee headquarters at Albuquerque conceded reelection of Albert B. Fall, Republican,,
as United States Senator, by a plural
ity of 1,500 over William B. Walton,.
Democratic nominee. The Democratic-statchairman also conceded election!
e

r-

u

- -- ""1

""

will include:

Immediate retirement of the German military forces from France, Belgium and
"Disarming and demobilization of
the armies.
"Occupation by the allied and
i
American forces of such stragetic
points in Germany as will mak,e impossible a renewed of hostilities.
"Delivery of part of German high
seas fleet, and a certain number of
submarines to the allied and Amer'
ican naval forces.
"Disarmament of all German warships under supervision of the allied
and American navies which will guard
them.
"Occupation of the principal German naval bases by sea forces of the
victorious nations.
"Release of allied and American
ALBERT B. FALL,
soldiers, sailors and civilians held
8enator From New Mexico.
prisoners In Germany without such
Benigno C. Hernandez, Republican,
reciprocal action by the associated of Congressman,
as
defeating Judge G. A.
governments.
Richardson, Democratlo candidate. O.
A. Larrasolo, Republican, for goverBerlin, Saturday, Nov. 9 (German nor,
defeated Felix Garete by 3,00
wireless to London, Nov. 10 By As- majority, according to George R.
sociated Press The German peoples' Craig,
chairman of the Republican
government has been Instituted in the
State Central Committee.
greater part of Berlin. The garrison
The federal grand Jury, which met
has gone over to the government
In Santa Fé several weeks ago. but
London, Nov. 11, 12:30 a. m. The because of the Spanish Influenza epi
former German emperor's party which demic, adjourned before completing
is believed to include Field Marshal Its work, will reconvene at Santa Fé
von Hindenburg, arrived at Eysden, on Nov. lg.
on the Duth frontier at 7:30 o'clock
Three New Mexicans are reported
Sunday morning, according to Daily In tbe casualty list as follows: Killed
Mail advices.
Practically the whole In action, Eraelio Griego, Embudo;
German general staff accompanied the Daniel Salazar, Milagros, missing In
former emperor, and ten automobiles action; Benjamin T. de. Glade, Santa
carried the party. The automobiles Fé, wounded.
were bristling with rifles and all the
Over 700 pounds' of fruit and nut
fugitives were armed The
shells, and 10,000 old newspapers to
was in uniform. He alighted at the be used in making gas
masks and surEysden station and paced the plat- gical dressings were shipped from
form, smoking a cigarette. Eysden Santa Fé as a result of work done by
between Liege and the boy and girl scouts.
lies about mid-wa- y
Maastricht on the dutch border.
Donald H. Rummell. Albuaueraue. la
dead of wounds received In action, and
Floyd Bradley Dexter, N. M., is dead
EVERYBODY ABDICATING .
of
disease. Two are missing In action.
IN GERMANY
They are Corporal Wesley S. Hobbs.
Artesia, and Arthur J. Daniel, Chearde.
Crown Prince Renounces Hun Throne;
State tax rate is 5.25 mills, against
Kaiser Says, "May Be for Good
5.40 mill last year.
of Germany."
The progress of the welfare commit
tee thus far In their attempt to start
London. Nov. 10. 2.04 p. m. Emthe movement of the "community
peror William signed a letter of ab cow," which will relieve the serious
dication Saturday morning at the Ger conditions facing Albuquerque
the
man grand heati quarters in the pres coming winter has been very encouraging.
ence of Crown Prince Frederick Wil
liam and Field Marshal Hindenburg,
Rumors to the effect that the con
according to a dispatch from Amstervention of the New Mexico Education
dam to the Exchange Telegraph Com- al association is to be held on the
pany.
original dates this month were denied
The German crown prince signed by John Milne, secretary of the assohis renunciation to the throne short
ciation and superintendent of the Al
ly afterward.
buquerque public schools. The new
It is believed that King Ludwig of dates for the convention In Albuquer
Bavaria and King Frederick August que are Dec. 26, 27 and 28.
of Saxony also have abdicated. The war program for eattntr houses
Before placing his signature to the Is being defined more particularly
In
document, an nrgent message from a numoer oi
instances, according to
sowho
Philip Schiedemann,
was a
officials of the federal food mlmlnla.
cialist member without portfolio in tration in Albuquerque. The adminis
the imperial cabinet was handed to tration is making a liberal interprethe emperor. He read it with a shiver. tation of general order number four
Then he signed the paper saying, "It relating to meats. Mince
nie. larded
may be for the good of Germany.
sweetbreads, larded filet of beef, hash,
deeply
moved. He goulash, meat
The emperor was
cakes, meat pies and
consented to sign the document only similar dishes containing two
kinda
when he received the news of the lat
of meats, scraps and trimmings, may
est events in the empire.
ne served without violating the order.
There have been over 15.000 cases
Returns Stolen Liberty Bonds..
of "flu" In New Mexico, with over
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11. A pack
1,000 deaths, officially reported. This
age containing $10,600 in Liberty ifl fhft fnfnrmnttnn int.. i Bonds was returned today to an insur
nor Lindsey in a report sent by Dr. J.
ance company by a messenger, who W. Keer, U. 8. army surgeon In the
left today without disclosing the idenPuduo neaith service, with headtity of the person sending the bonds. quarters In Las Vegas.
An examination of the numbers
Roswell, Chaves countv. ha
the
showed they were the bonds' taken
most conveniently arranged and atfrom the Stock Yards National bank, tractive school building in any city in
for the theft of which Fred Frank, the state, according to a report of Mrs.'
Jr., was arrested a short time ago in Ruth C. Millar,, state industrial sup
New York and brought back to Kan
pervlsor, sent to the state school s
'
sas City.
oVlntendent
Alsace-Lorraine-
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tnis second pile or booiu tntlrcl)
to her liking.
Three days Inter, after hours and
hours spent together In the book room
Mudge called on Aunt Elizabeth Dun
ham, excusing herself from her cousin
on the ground of needing a little di
version before going on with the se
lection.
New York.-W- ell,
we are settled as end in sharp points.
They are not
"One thing we agreed on," she asfar as the fashions go. The designers placed simultaneously on one suit or
sured Aunt Elizabeth, "and that Js on have done thelf
work ; now arises the frock, but are used in various methods
books, for every book that appeals to time for us to do
our work. The pub- over the majority of street clothes.
me appeals to him, and while he is per- lic insists, writes a
fashion crlslc, that
There are some short Jackets. Don-cfectly gentlemanly about It,' we both It has
Job, or at least that
harder
the
and Cheruit and many of their
It
set our hearts on the same books.
is the, conclusion one reaches after American followers have adopted
really seems a shame to separate the hearing the discussions of
countless sqnare
Jacket that does not
collection. They aro quite remarkable.
women for and against the' purchase give long lines, does not promote the
Mary
I didn't realize that Aunt
Jane
'
of a single garment
established silhouette, but achieves an
was so booky."
It Is not easy to buy clothes in war air and prestige of lts own, apart from
might
have
suppose
Aunt Jane
"I
time, when, the slogan of Judicious the regular run of fashions.
left them to a library," commented spending echoes and
Doucet made one especially striking
from
Aunt Elizabeth with a smile that puzevery point ef the compass. Even pov- costume that has been taken np by
thought
that
"but
zled Modce.
she
erty has rarely Impressed upon ns with smart women. It Is in a deep tobacco-browyou two school teachers might like such
drastic emphasis the need to
cloth.
The Jacket la box
them."
spend wisely and well.
simpe, and on nearly the whole surdividing
them
them
It's
like
"We do
Apparel Is not the only branch of face, except for about four Inches, Is
that makes It hard."
Industry that demands Judgment and laid a flat piece of sealskin. It goes
"Oh, well, perhaps you'll find a caution In spending. We
have somer- without saying that an excellent trick
way," wns all Aunt Elizabeth sug
saulted from a nation of extravagant like this was taken up by everyone
gested."
Individuals
to one of thrift and v.'ho demanded something new In coat
Two days Inter Stanley Taylor, on shrewdness.
suits.
.
diver
wishing
a
little
the pretext of
The desire of the United States gov
been a story current for
There
has
slon, made his call on Aunt Elizabeth. two decades
among the French design- ernment to promote Alaska sealskin as
He had met her scarcely three times ers
that the American women are not the most fnshionable fur for Amerl
before In his. life, but as one of the helpful
to them, except through their can women bore agreeable results, and
few surviving Dunhams he felt thnt money power,
for the reason thnt they by some persuasion the French deshe would be able to give him advice, do not approach
the choosing and pur- signers acceded to the wish that AmerStill, he was amazingly embarrassed
chasing of clothes with that watchful ican peltry should rule. It Is true that
when he got right down to the matter
discrimination displayed by the French Russian squirrel steadily advances, but
about which he wanted advice. How. woman.
They buy a gown because it It is also true that most of these an
ever, he got to the point In short
Is In fashion, or because It is the kind imals grow In the woods of America.
order."
of thing their menfolk like, or because
New Fastenings on Jackets.
"You know, It all started this way,'
No woman who is interested in the
Stanley began. "When Madge came they Have seen It, on some excessively
subject of her coat suit, which is the
back the other day she told me where smart Woman at a restaurant
If some doctrine could only be burnt usual first choice of the autumn,
she had been and she said that all
the help you would give was to say Into a woman's consciousness which should be ignorant of the diagonal fasperhaps we'd find a way. She told would compel her to spend money tening which has leaped Into fame aa
me that and then she laughed and wisely! She Is handling funds, and a substitute for the conventional open
turned her head away and blushed. usually they are the funds of another ing down the front
Mudge Is very prety when she blushes party, and she has no right to tose
A great many tailors, some of whom
she has Improved Immensely the them Into the coffers of the dress- are among the best in this country, do
last few years since that time Aunt maker, the grocer, the Interior deco- not cater to this novelty, but the wom
Jane had us here to try and get us to rator or the butcher.
en like
One guesses that its inspi
Skirt Struggle la Ended.
fall In love. I think the Dunhams do
ration wns in the Sam Browne belt,
And Aunt Ellza
Improve with age."
It ls'probable that America has won and women believe that the bias line
betb said undoubtedly they did.
out In the length of the skirt T The across the bust is an attractive one.
"What I want to know Is what yon short French garment did not go. It ts Buttons are sometimes used down this
meant, and what Madge meant," con worn by war workers as part of their Une, and often it is braided or run
"The- - more I have uniforms, but the great majority of with tiny strands of tarnished gold
tlnued . Stanley.
thought of that remark well, the truth
Is It put an Idea Into my head that
had been shnplng Itself ever since
Madge got here. We have tastes very
much la common the very fact that
e books shows that,
we can't divide
and of course the books wouldn't have
to be divided If we well, hang It all.
Aunt Ellznbeth, you're a womnn. Do
$ou think Madge would have me?"
Aunt Elizabeth wasn't at all sure,
but when Stanley took his question to
Madge that evening back In the
dimly lighted library, Madge needHer only regret,
ed no urging.
she said, was thnt It might seem
that she was accepting him on
account of the books, whereas she
wanted him for his own dear self.
Stanley had never realized what an
ecstasy of contentment there was In
being cnlled a "dear self by a woman before. In fact it was an entirely
novel experience.
A i
J
They hurried to Aunt Elizabeth with
their good news and Aunt Elizabeth
was ready then to play her surprise
on them. Yes, Aunt Jane's fortune
renlly, my dears, quite staggering in
size hnd been left to her, but only
until the match could be made. Really,
old Aunt Jane was pretty shrewd,
even If she was near the century
She had made up her mind a
mark;
little while before she died that If
'
the cousins could be brought together
over a library of books that way they
would do exactly what they had done.
So she sent to a book collector In
Boston and told him Just what she
Of course. Aunt Jane had
wanted.
never had any books to speak of her
On the left, medieval gray gown trimmed with squirrel and silver net studself. '
ded with rhinestones. The cuirass blouse, as shown In this gown, Is
"And If we hadn't decided as we did
considered one of the best features of formal evening frocks. On the
then you would have had the money,
velvet, with skirt and short train
right; a dinner gown of
or was there some other provision?"
cut in one place. It has long, tight sleeves, In the medieval manner.
nsked Madge, the full enjoyment of
The waistline and the square deeolletage are edged with ostrich tips
her good fortune marred a little by
dyed to match the belt
the thought that some one else might
women accept the desire of. the Amer braid, if the material Is velvet or velbe robbed by It.
,
"I asked Aunt Jane what to do ican designers to launch im ankle-lengt- h veteen.
It is not possible to say that the
with the money If you didn't earn It.
skirt
Those who have been criticized for other novelty in the method of fastenand she ald there could be no If.
She said she'd been an old mnld nearly exploiting this design at a time when ing the Jacket, which is in a straight
a hundred years and I brd for fifty, the conservation of wool is necessary line down the spine, is a new thing,
and It wns time some of the Dunhams Insist that they can cut such a skirt but it is possible to say that it is a
got married."
out of less material than the short, pleasing thing. It has spread like a
flaring one which has been the fash-Io- prairie fire.
An extremely narrow, short skirt
There are Jackets that are modeled
Various Ways to Drink Coffee.
On the East side of New York has proved to be an Impossibility be- on straight cuirass bodices, built of
broadcloth or velours,
there are eating places, or coffee cause of the manner In which it rides deeply-colore-d
such as Burgundy or bottle green, and
houses, as they are known, for all na- above the knees when one is seated.
There is an immense amount of vel these end at the hips, are cut In battionalities. Each has a different custom for serving and drinking coffee. veteen, also soft velours, velvet and tlements at the hem, and fasten down
Ttke, for Instance, the Arab; when he heavy satin. One does not have to use the line of the spine with round bone
sips his beverage he makes the same' wool in order to have a warm or fash buttons. 1
ionable gown or suit. - Velveteen has
There is another ingenious jacket
noise as a mnn with a hirsute appendage does when he Is wading through been accepted as a fabric for the com- which has no fastening at all. It is
And what's more, monest kind of usage, and it serves In cut off squarely at the hips and goes
a plate of soup.
d
declare the men of the desert, those the early morning for a coat suit with over a fitted cuirass blouse of
angora wool. This blouse Is
a waistcoat blouse of angpra wool or
who do not make a noise like a drownlonger than the coat, it clings to the
Jersey.
d
ing roan, when sipping coffee, which
they regard as a luxury, are abso
There ' ere homespuns and various hips, and it gives the Jacket the apThe most popular dish types of mannish materials of which pearance of a hastily donned sacque.
lutely
served by the Arabs Is called plluf. the tailors seem to have sufficient to Yet it is so well put together and the
It Is made of olive oil and a few nut make all the suits demanded ; but there colors are so admirably composed that
kernels mixed with rice. When one Is no denying that both Jackets and the woman who wears it eannot fall
tackles a mess of pllnf the sensation skirts are longer than they have been to achieve the distinction of being difIs the same as one experiences when for several seasons since the summer ferent from her neighbor.
"
going from soup to nuts In a
(Copyright, .1918, ry McClure Newspaper
of the war.
Syndicate.)
emporium, only pllaf ls.net quite so
The foremost designers of Jackets
filling.
play all sorts of tricks upon the hem,
Long Revert on Blouses.
cutting It to points like a Jester's cosAn Expedient
Georgette crepe plays a prominent
tume, and blocking it out In battleA farmer having a horse to sell, sold ments as If It were a medieval tower. part In the fall fashions In blouses, es
n
One
dressmaker accent peclally in the darker shades. The inIt to an army contractor.
Meeting him In an Inn some weeks uates this Jester effect in frocks as dividual tastes of the woman of fashlater, the army buyer walked up to well as jackets. Be cuts long panels ion are satisfied, for the blouses disat the sides which hnng from hip to played show such an infinite variety
the farmer and said Indignantly:
"The horse I bought of you was a bom of skirt : he places long panels on of neck styles, high and low collars,
thorough fraud. It was of no use for the sleeves that leave the arm at the round and square collarless models,
r
the army."
elbow and drop to the knees, and he A new expression of the fashion is a
The farmer was nowise abashed, but cuts the bodice into a panel at the blouse Of georgette crepe having long
replied:
middle of the back, letting It drop be revers reaching to the waistline,
"Well, try 'Im for the navy!"
low the knees., All of these panels trimmed with Insets of filet lace.
find

THIS WEAK,

HEMS MOTHER
Tells How Lydla LPinkhara's
Vegetable Compound
Restored Her Health.

Aunt Jane's
Bequest
By JANE OSBORN

(Copyright, 1918. by McClure Newspaper
Philadelphia. Pa. "I was vervwealc.
Syndicate.)
(
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
Mpdge had talked It over with the
sickly most oi the
time. I went to a station agent In fragmentary conver
doctor and be said sation during the hour
that elapsed
I had nervous indi'
creation, which ad' after the arrival of her train and the
ded to my weak deporture of the stage that was to
condition kept me carry her to the old Dunham estate.
worrying most oi Madge wanted to And out what peo
the time and he ple around there thought of the will.
aid if I could not so she did aoine tactful pumping with
stop that, I could out, of course,
letting the station agent
not (ret well.
Madge
know
Dunham.
was
she
heard so muchabout
To he sure, old Miss Dunham had
Lydi.'iE. Pinkhnm's
Vegetable Com' been an odd character, oil the Duu
to try it hnms were a little queer, she was nS'
my
wantid
husband
rrand it for a week and felt me
a little Bet sured b'y the station agent, but no one
ter. I kept it up for three months, and expected she was so pa'sley mean as
I feel fine and can eat anything now all
that. She looked
without distress or nervousness." Mrs. enough
In spite of her old age and
J. Wokthline, 2842 North Taylor St,
she was nearly, a hundred when she
rmiaaeipnia ra.
The majority of mothers nowadays died, and seemed to have her wits
with her, too. In most things, though
overdo, there are so many demand
upon their time and strength; the result she surely had shown
Is Invariably a weakened,
In that will.
She had left the
nervous condition with headaches, back' entire fortune ond'It was a lot more
and
ache, irritability and depression
than folks ever thought to her niece,
oon more aenoui aiimenva ubvbiuu. Elizabeth, and Elizabeth Dunham al
It is at such neriods in life that Lvdia E. ready possessed property that brought
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound will
restore a normal healthy condition, M her an Income about ten times larger
than she could ever want.
It did to Mrs. woruinne.
"Was there any one else who might
have had It?" asked Madge with an air
At Least He Had None Left.
Interest. Charlea went visiting with his father of only
and on their return his father was
To be sure there was there was a
asked as to the boy's behavior. "Beau- grandnlece and a grandnephew
tiful," was the answer. "He couldnt lived a good ways off. Stanley Taylor
have been better." Whereupon the was a professor and the old maid was
young hopeful said: "I used all the a school ma'am, and they were both
manners I had." And the family as poor as church mice. They .ought
judged from his behavior the next day to have come In for some of It, but
or two that he certainly had.
the old lady had cut them off. People
knew that, but they hoped she had reMight at least have given a
lented.
Important to all Women
little to the Old Ladles' Home.
Readers of this Paper
"Didn't' she give thoRe poor rela'
tives anything?" asked Madge.
Well,
The station agent chuckled.
Thousand! upon thousands of wmen
yes, there was a sort of a provision for
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suapect it.
them. They had been left the old lady's
Womens' complaints often prove to be library, a whole lot of old books that
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the wouldn't sell for enough to pay the
result oí laüney or bladder disease.
trip they'd have to take to get, them
If thekidnevs a not in hUh
nn. The books were to be divided equally
dition, they may cause the other organs between the two, and they had been
vu uecome aiseasea.
sent for by Elizabeth Dunham now,
You mav suffer pain in the back, headwho was executrix as well as practiache and loss of ambition.
cally sole beneficiary, to come and segood-nature-

run-dow-

half-hearte- d

Poor health makes von HMTrtn
irrifn.
ble and maybe despondent; it makes
anyone so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Kilmtr's Swamp-Root- ,
by restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
me remedy needed to overcome suco
conditions.
A good kidney medicine,
possessing
real healing and curative value, should
be a blessing to thousands of nervous,
women.

u

Many send for a sample bottle to see
Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney
liver and. bladder medicine will do for
them, ivery reader of this paper, who
has not already tried it, by enclosing ten
cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y.. may receive tamole size bottle bv
Parcel Post. You can purchase the
medium ana large size bottles at all drug
stores, auv,
What

Many a man fails to get there
cause he has dizzy feet.

be-

HEALTHTALK
Spanish Influenza or Grip
BY DR. LEE H. SMITH.
An old enemy is with us again, and
whether we fight a German or a germ, we
must put up a good fight, and not be afraid.
The influenza runs a very brief course
when the patient is careful, and if we keep
the system in good condition and throw
off the poisons which tend to accumulate
within our bodies, we can escape the disease.
Renember these three C's a clean
mouth, a clean skin, and clean bowels.
To carry off poisons from the system and
keep the bowels loose, daily dotes of a
pleasant laxative should be taken. Such
leaves of aloe,
a one is made of
root of jalap, and called Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta. Hot lemonade should be used
freely if attacked by a cold, and the patient should be put to bed after a hot
May-appl-

bustard

foot-bat-

To prevent the attack of bronchitis or

pneumonia and to control the pain,
Anuria tablets should be obtained at the
drug store, and one given every two hours,
with lemonade. The Anurio tablets
were first discovered by Dr. Pierce, and,
as they flush the bladder and cleanse the
kidneys, they, carry away much of the poisons and the urio acid.
It is important that broths, milk, butand simple diet be given
termilk,
regularly to strengthen the system and increase the vital resistance. The fever is
diminished by the use of the Anurio tablets, but in addition, the forehead, arms
and hands may be bathed with water
(tepid) in which a tablespoonful of
has been dissolved in a quart. After
an attack of grip or pneumonia to
build up and strengthen the system, obtain
at the drug store a good iron tonic, called
"Irontio" Tablets, or that well known
herbal tonic. Dr. Fierco's Qoldcn Medical
Discovery.

'
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Don't Ruin Your
sPat.
IsOWS

7 Neglecting a
Retained Afterbirth

Few sows die bnt mnny ara rained by anch
neglect. Give DR. DAVID ROBERTS'

Cow Cleaner

before and after freshening. It
will positively, prevent and over
come this trouble. Atonrdealers
or Postpaid S 1 00. Consult Da.
DAV1U KUUtKlM aoout all
animal ailinenta. Information
tret. Bond for price list of
medicines and Ret
FREB
copy of "The Cattle Specialist" with full Infor- mut in on oortion in ixms. uk. uniiu Kuu&Kia
VETERINARY CO, 110 Grand Art, Wsidutat, Wis,

lect them.
"I wonder," mused Madge, "whether
there was any reason why the old lady
left them out of her will?"
The station agent lowered his voice.
"Thnt there was. Most folks don't
know It," he confided, "but the old
lady had sether heort on having her
niece and nephew mnrrled, and she
couldn't get them to do It, and that
rolled her up so she never had any
She hnd them out at
use for them.
the old place some 15 yenrs back and
tried to mnke a match, but somehow
the feller he wasn't of the marrying
kind, and the girl well, I guess she
was cut out to be an old maid."
Madge colored slightly. It had taken
an hour to get this much Information
from the local Informant, and she took
her seat In the stage to continue her
trip to the home of her late great-aun- t
wlUt an ever Increased feeling of resentment toward her. 'What If she
was cut out to be an old maid hadn't
Aunt Jane herself been an old maid
and wasn't Aunt Elizabeth an old
maid? Even a very little fraction of
the fortune would have seemed like
wealth to her, and Instead all she got
was a half of a lot of dusty old hooks,
that would have to be haggled over
Madge felt
with Stanley Taylor.
somehow that If Stanley were at all
considerate he would waive his claim
to the books. But ho such good fortune was In store for her, as he had
arrived the day before and was already established In the gloomy old
book room in the Dunham homestead
making up 'his mind as to which of
the books he would claim.
The only hospitality offered to
Madge when she came was thnt of an
old housekeeper. Aunt Elizabeth might
have come over from her near-bcountry place to have made matters
a little more cheerful for Madge and
Stanley, but she had merely left word
with the housekeeper to provide for
their temporal wants and to ask them
to proceed with the division of the
books and to say that the lawyer
would be over the next day to settle
any legal phrases of ' the arrangement."
And they got right to work at the
tiooks. They at least agreed, apparently, on a lack of disposition to so
ciability.
"I have been doing what 1 ctmld
without you." remarked Stanley as
soon as they had got together In the
back room. "I made a pile of books
here that could not possibly Interest
you. I will take them, and over there
are some that could not possibly In
terest me "
Madge looked at the first pile. There
was an old edition of Fielding,, Smol
lett and Richardson, a stack of French
and some
poets and philosophers
heavy tomes of history that had ap
parently never been opened to the
light of day. In the other pile could
be seen bound volumes of the Ladles'
World for the past 25 years, a rather complete set of cookery books, the
works of George Eliot and ijnrta
Edgeworth.
'Rut I detest George Eliot and the
rest. Isn't worth the freight to take
then home," Insisted Madge,and Stanley was really embarrassed, for he had
frankly thought that his cousin would
y
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LOOK AT CHILD'S
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TONGUE IF SICK,

CROSS, FEVERISH
HURRY, MOTHER! REMOVE POL
SONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
LIVER. BOWELS.
GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
'
CONSTIPATED.
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"red-Ink-
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take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love its delicious taste, and it
always makes them feel splendid.
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
directions for babies, children of 11
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the
bottle.
Beware of counterfeits sold
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that it Is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
any other kind with contempt Adv.
Too Much for the Skunk.
Mr. Cackle Berry vouches for the
following story:
A Frenchman, nn Englishman,
an
Irishman and a German prisoner were
In an argument as to which was the

bravest.
A Yank overheard the conrroversy
and decided to settle It. Pointing to
a near-bpoultry house, he told them
that there was a skunk Inside and
asked the Irishman to step Inside and
see how long he could stand It.
Pat did as he was told. In five min
utes he came out. The Englishman followed, but he stood It pnly four min
utes, me rrenenman next tried It,
but five minutes was enough for him.
It was the German's turn. He went
In and the others waited. The minutes
passed
one two three four five
six seven, but no German.
Eight
minutes ten the skunk came out
y

STOMACH

ACIDITY,

INDIGESTION, GAS
QUICK! EAT JUST ONE TABLET
OF PAPE'8 DIAPEPSIN FOR
INSTANT RELIEF.

.When meals don't fit and yon belch
gas, acids and undigested food. When
you feci lumps of distress in stomach,
pain, flatulence, heartburn or headache
Here is Instant relief No waiting!

A

d

'

heavily-embroidere-

Look nt the tongue, mother
If
coated, it Is a sure sign that your little one's stomach, liver and bowels
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When peevish, Cross, listless, pale;
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or Oct naturally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
sore
throat, dlarnhrca, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little bowels without griping, and yon
have a well, playful child again.
Yon needn't coax sick children to

soon as yon eat a tablet of
Pape's Dlapepsln all the dyspepsia, indigestion and stomach distress ends.
These pleasant harmless tablets of
Pape's Dlapepsln never fall to make
sick, upset stomachs feel fine at once,
and they cost so little at drug stores.

Just as

Adv.
Going Too Far.
"It's time to draw the line some- where. on this food conservation," exclaimed the hired man.
"What's the trouble?" inquired
Farmer Corntossel.
$
"I overheard your folks out In the
kitchen tryln' to get up some way to
make pumpkin pie without puttln' sugar Into It"

t
'

Cutleura Heals Eczema
And rashes that itch and burn. If
there is a tendency to pimples, etc.,

prevent their return by making Cutleura yonr dally toilet preparation. For
free samples address, "Cutleura, Dept
X, Boston," At druggists and by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Doctor
lar.

Patient

Quick to Go.
are as sound as a dol

You

I hope I last longer than

one, doctor.
Tf

VM

ría!,

VMnttfiil

aIm

wif .

clothes, ne Red Crow Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.
No man's Ignorance ever prevented
blm from giving advice.

ygjr

All Mr

k Wnolcsome, Cleansing,
Relreshlng and Heallaa

Eyesf

Soreness,
Burning

Uie fcyes or fcyelidsl
"2 Drotw" After lh Moviea. Motnrins or Gnli
oonfidenca.
your
will win
Ak Your Drugtfwi
u-i- l
for Murine when your Eye Need Care.

Murine Eye Remedy Co.,

C&,icax

,

THE

front but before the train whistled
for Solano, it was generally reported
that I had left town."

The Spanish American
--
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Public Sale

Church Directory

"What thought I have devoted long
I will offer at Public Auction,
years of my time boosting; spent roy
money and time tramping up and at myxfarm, 17miles North of
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
down Main street passing my hat for Roy
11 miles N-of Mills, 7 E.
the good of the order, and serving on
SakitripliM $1.50. Per Tmt
of
Abbott,
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Old
get
Settlers'
the
to
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postoftice'in Roy, New Mexico.
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does it make any difference when our
old friend takes to the street? Not
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
a bit. His grievance breed3 others.
Smouldering embers of other differ- A. M. sharp, the following propence: are uncovered; the dead past ex- erty to wit Come early and go
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j street a human pariah.
I am the social home early.
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A FUNNY BUSINESS
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the world like it; lawyers, doctors,
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Attorney

A

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Pi S C
W. HEARN, Presidsnt

Miss

Mujan Ckixhr, Sec'y.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M every Sunday even-

ing at 7 o'clock. ,
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

3rd Sunday at Roy. Christian
11 am and 7:30pm
Church

uctioneer

a m arid 7:30
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,.
11

If you want the services of an
SALESMAN

to me

SERVICES pN SOLANO CIPjCUIT

whose- work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you 1st and 3d i Sundays
Money to consult me before mak- at Mosquero,
-

NEW MEXICO

ROY

ü!

Noted, Tried, Experienced 2nd and 4th Sunday, at Mills

ing your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.

ILLNESS IS BARE ESCAPE FROM
DISASTER FOR WOMEN WORKERS

2nd & 4th .Sundays

pVl 9l S9USl.n

11

at Liberty

A.

M

M.

11 A.M.
M.

Solano, 3 P.
E. L. PRATT , Pastor,

LODGE DIRECTORY

I.O.O.F.

work.

Until the V.'ar Council of the
Young Women s Christian Association opened "Vacation Lodge," at
Cherrydale, Va., they were compelled
to regain their oirength In cramped
quarters of a rooming house, and It
ha3 proven a slow procsss. ' Now,
when they have leon discharged' bv
the nurses, they' are taken to tho
country for a rest, and the result is
they return sootier and stronger to
their work in the great of:ice3 front
ins the íap4ío!, and take up again
their í '.n the war struggle ot the

8.0 P.

at Bradley,'

Washington, D. C Women workNo Sale too Large or Small,
ers in Governmental offices have
found Illness, when anything like
Yo can have SALE BILLS
severe, a misfortune, ft not a disas- priniscd and make dates at the
ter.' ,Xhe critica1, period has .come
Spanish-America-n
Office. Roy
when they have recovered sufficientMexico.
ly to he discharged from a hospital, New
but not strong enough to return to

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

dfj

Evening
Visiting Brothers always
come,
.

vsl"1

'

N

Melville Floeksheim,' K. G
Wra, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
Rebekah Degree

í?-T-

nation.

He Patronizes Mel

Wanted to Lease About two
Sections of grass (fenced) with
water, house, sheds, etc. Would REFERENCES:-R- oy
Trust and Savings Bank,
like 80 to 90 acres of' farmRoy, N. M.
j
land with place.
Citizens State Bank,
Address J.T.Newton,
Mills, N. M
I

Mt.Dora,New Mexico.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
r
Evening each month
I. 0. O.' F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs.B'anche Grunig, Secy.
.

Visiting Sistera welcome

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

.

Charles Chapman, Proprieior,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Go.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE

E

'

at Springer.

'r?!..'!"-- .

It'et-nunii-e-

Priest in charge,.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:..
1st Sunday at Newtcn School.
11 a m and 7:30 p rn.

J. W. BECK, Manager.

b:

Felix Vachox,

Methodist Episcopal Church

i

r

Rev. Fr.

'

R oy G arag.e

j.

"

Masses: 8 and 10a in.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

NsvMex.

ROY,

j

1

CATHOLIC
each month 2d and.
twice
Mass
at the ' Catholic-Church.4th Sundays
Roy,' N. M.

At Reasonable Rates.

jNew-nIexica-

Santa Fe

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent

--

'

.

First Sunday in each month.
Service" 11 A. M.. 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn,' Pastor.

Cars Housed' and Cared for

;

s

Landing

Aero-JPlan- e

BAPTIST

SI

i

Headquarters

'

0. W; Hearn, Pastor.

'

'

s

m

,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

se-j-

Get Your

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,

'

:

.

Services 2d 'Sunday of each,
month at 11a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

m

i

Supt.

CHRISTIAN
R O Y;

Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant.ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular-Formotor,
and a direct worm drive,
will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars: the supreme1
value-fropoint of effective service and low
cost of operation and maintenance.
The Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
Ve'll assist buyers ,on the body question.
Come in and let's talk it over.
this-truc-

n

viththc

Your

G. R. ABERNATHY, .

Thu. Nov. 21

,

A. M

10,

Solano," Mosquero," Mills, Abbott,

and intermediate poiuts.
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

Rural-Communi-

ty

Taylor Springs
Lines con-

Steám Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
, Main Business District
v

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

TRESPASS NOTICE.

i

Efficient Service- -

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

This is to warn all hunters to
keep off my ranch and pasture
at the head of La Cinta Canyon.

i

J. H. SANSBURY, Roy N. M.

THE

Garage

T

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Chambcrlain Cough Remedy

Oct. 9 1918
Notice is hereby given that

Li'nore Laumbach

Mr; J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Garage and is now in charge

of P.oy,

of our Repair Department,

We Repair all Cai:s.

N. M.

made
29 1915
020809, for
Section 31, Twp,

at

foster, U.'S. Commlasiouer,
N. M. ou Dec, 4, 1913.

Roy,

FOR SALE OR TRADE

Claimant names as witnesses:

We also carry a Complete Une oí

Gasoline Stand,

Alejandro Maestas,
Dan Laumbach,

of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Free Air.

30

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing
;

-

.

R.R.House-Trac- k
Will trade for,servicably-sounhorses and mules.

NOTICE FOJt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

and machine Shop.

m

ACETYLENE WELDING

at

Office

Pbnh

4 Lots in ROY,
facing Main Str't
and abutting the

Mnnuel M. Cordova,
Esteban Cordova, of Sabinoso, N.M.

Oilá and Auto Accessories,

you frow corn

Do not imagine that If cause other
cough medicines failed to give you relief that It will t.e the same with
Chtmberlaln's Cough Remedy. Bear
in mind that from a small beginning
this remedy lias gained a world wide
reputation and immense sale. A medi
cine must have exceptional merit to
win esteem wherever it becomes known

home
stead entry m
la N.
SWJ.and NEJ,
Ranjre 25 E. N. M' P. Meridian, has
iiltd notice of intention to make Three
year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before T. H.'

Sept

who on

Wficn you plant corn

--Ü-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U, S. Land
Oilice t Clayton, New Mexico,

'

Clayton, New Mexico,
Oct. 28 1918

your
money
in Our Bah
and row

R rc si

d

J. M. George,

is hereby given that
Roy, N. M,
Alma
Widow of Edward W.
Paxton,
,
Works,-GILSTRARBro'sdeceased of
I'axton,
Roy, N.M.
Mis3 Ruth Robertson and her parwho on November '(i, 1915 made
ents left Tuesday from their farm near
Homestead Entrys No
021148 for.
Mofax, for Missouri, where they will
SWi ;SV, Section 4 Township 20 N, visit and may decide to remain. Mr.
Kange 28
Robertson sends U3 a dozen cf the
3, N. M. P. Meridian, has fded notice Snest potatoes ever raised on the mesa
)f intention to make Final Three Year and wants to Btart a contest to see
?ioof, to establish claim to the land who really has the finest potatoes. He
mggesta that, if other growers will
above described NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in an exhibit and leave the sambring
before F. II. Foster U. S. Commission-i-- r
ples with the editor we fchould.give
at Roy N. M. on Dec. 1918.
Department ci the Interior, U. S. Land
a years' subscription to the one who
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
Oliico at Clavton, New Mexico,
had the finest display. V'e will do that
Encarnneion Lucero, Pedro Arguello if enough contestants get in to warOctober 30, 1018 '
Noüce is hereby Riven that CliiTsrd
t.. Paxton, Golda Paxton, of Roy rant it but we had rather they took
J. A'lcn of Roy, Mora County, Nov? Tew Mexico.
the S. A., because they wanted it rathPAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico, who on November 8th, 1915,
er than on a bet.
made Jloni.vrtcad Entry, No. C2Í151
Register.
ior w ',2iVíj, 2clon 11,
FARM FOR SALE
h;i:
20N, Ranse 2ÜE, N. M. P. ..,
NOTICE
FOU
PUBLICATION
:)ed notice of irreMion to nriho Filia
My farm of 320 acres, one
Three Year, Proof, to
ela n. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
to tha lar J abovo described,
mile east of Roy N. M. ono of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
F. II. Foster, U. S. Corarnirsitn:?,
Oct. 9 1!18.
best improved farms found any
hi;; ojjlcc in P.oy, New Mexico, on tlu
Notice
is
hereby
given
that John where, all fenced and cross fenc17'.h day cf D;c:mbc:-- , lOlfl.
r. Stanlill of Solano Mora County, N.
celler and
house
ed, good
Cla'rotint r.ames r.. witnc.-.!c3M., who, on June 1 ,1915. made Home'
P.. A. Pcn.'.'otor
cistern, line well, wind mill,
F. V.'r
stead entry No 020202 for NEJ;
.Toi.n VcCn-std- .
EJ. Car.trcl. ail oi
stock and feed granary
Sec 7, NEJ-NE- j.
SeclS two larire
Roy, New Mexico.
IVp 13 N., Range 27 E., N.M.P.M
My health Í3 not
for 1590 bu.
PAZ. VALVERDE,
tias filed notice
of
intention
to ?ood enough to carry the work.
Rezi:;tcr, make final three year proof, to estab-iüNOTICE
C. E. Anderson
PUBLICATION
claim to tho land above described,
before F. II. Foster, U. S, Commis-lionoDepartment of the Interior, IT. 3. Land
at his office Hoy, N. M., on
Office at. Ciavtor. Kw Mcrico,
n De?. 4, 1918.
October 30,. 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is h?reby f.ivcn that Williarr
C.
M. Thompson,
John Reckman 1 will offer at Public Auction, at
Heath of Kephart. Union County, New
U. It. Perry,
Mciico, who, on July 21th, 1915, made
John .W. Church my farm, 14 miles N'orth-Eas- t
of
Entry, No. 020540, foi
Homestead
all of Solano N M
School
Libert
2
of
Koy
mile
N.
Sw!4SwVi, Section 33, Township 22N
PAZ VALVERDE,
on
Rnno 29E. and Lots 3, 4, SVsXv.'Vi
Register
Section 4, Township' 21 N, Rar.f-- 2012
N. M. P. M., brs filed notic: of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
NOTICE
Oft PUBLICATION
to establish claim to tho land abo
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Sale to commence at 1, P, M.
described, beoro F. H. Foster. UVS
Clayton, N. M., Oct. U, 1918.
Roy,
office
in
Commissioner, at his
Notice is hereby given that Wilson
New Mexico, on the 17th day of De
7and3 yrs, wt.2,600
K. Nickel ,
of Mosquero , N. M Span Mares,
cember, 1918.
wt. 2,000
5and5yrs,
mares,
who, W Apr. 5, 1913, made Homestead Span
Claimant names as witnesses:
entry No. 015761, for SWJ; WJ- - SEJ, Span Mules 3yr-old- s
wt, OÓOlbs
A. T. Carter, Edger Fraizer, F. C NEi-SEi- ,
Sec. 29
Moore, Harry Smith all of Kephart
FARM MACHINERY
Twp. l!)N. R. 29E., N. M. P.M., has
r"
Iy;w Mexico.
).
Cultivator,
filed notice of intention to maka final 2 Sets Harness,
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
Register, tbreo year proof to establish claim to Drag Harrow.
the land abovrt described, before F. 11.
Cook-stovTables,
Dresser
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
in Roy, N. M., on Dec, fith, 1918. Chairs.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Household and Kitchen Furniture
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
R. M. Lunsford
J. B. Duvall and other articles too numerous
October 29, 1913
E. L, Fuller,
Frank Driskill
Notice is hereby given that Crc- Notice

Variety Machine

YOU GET SOMEWHEN YOU PLANT SOMETHING
WHEN YOU PLANT NOTHING, YOU KNOW WHAT
THING.
YOU CET.

Prop's.

ROY,
for publication

nc;t:c

October

.

1918

30,

v

Notice is hereby siren th:it Iler.ry J.
Tclgc, of Mills,' Now Mexico, who on
July 2n:!, 10 j 5, made Knlwf-'- J Homestead Entry No. 02010?., for
SeUXv.-vi-

,

NNrvU.

21 'J,

IF 'YOU SHOULD SOW A FEW DOLLARS YOU'Q GET A
YCU CAN
CROP IN FRCPORTION ANY OTHER CROP.
HOT
SPARE A FEW DOLLARS NOW AND THEN-WFIX FOR YOUR OLD AGE WITH THE MONEY YOU WILL
HARDLY MISS NOW.
HY

NEW MEX.

Department of tho Interio:, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, Mew Mexico,

Ran;e

Section

Town-phi-

i)

'.'JiE, SwVl, Section
Rua.-jUSE, N. M.

84,Tbv;u!iir

P. M., .;íj filed notice of i.Vui.itioh to
make Circe year proof, to establish
claim to che land above described, before W. II. Wilcox, U. S. Commissioner
at Roy, Now Mexico, on th; 17th day
of December 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Coff'man. II. G. Ikmninnn. E.
Ang'ey, p.. S. Porter, ali cf Mills, New
fc::ico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Ree;l:;ter.
II

Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
October 23, 13l3
Notice is hereby piven that John
Weisdorfcr, of Roy, New Mexico, who
on November 1, 1915, made Homestead
Entry Serial No. 021104, for Sw and
Se'á'Soclion 2, Township 19N, Range
2CE, N. M. P. M., has filed notice bf
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
descriled before F. II. Fcnter, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 12th day of December, 1918.
Claimant names a9 witnesses :
Vidal C. Martinez, Carlotia B. Mar
tínez, Benjamin G. Gruni'ir, Edna O.
Grunig, all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tho Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New .Mexico,
1918

Register,

LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
October 26 th 1918
The following is it list ofletters
eiriivi aintr in the Post Oilice, at
Roy, New Mexico, for more than
fourteen clnys prior to Oct,2G-1i

EJ-SE-

8

.

r,

Public Sale
1--

Tue.

f

Nov19

J-t-

sencia Mart.nez. of Kov. New Mexico
who, on October 20,' 1915, made Homestead Entry, Serial No. 021057, for
oJSw'i-SwViNe',4W'zSwVi, Section 23.
NeViSwV-iNwiiSoVi and
EYsSc'i, Section 22, Township 20N,
Ranrro 25E. N. M. P. M., has filed no- tics of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establirh claim to the land
above described, before F. H.
U. S. Commissioner, ?t Roy, NeW Mexico, on tho Cth day cf December, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco A. Martins;:, Alcario
Grietro, Frank Alueis, Pedro Gonzales,
all .of Roy, New Mexico.
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

all of Mosquero

to mention.

N M

,

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Oct.

28,

for

WJ- -

A credit of 12 months wilhou
interest ou sums over $10 00 10

Dercent discount for cash on all
sums ever $10.
'

1918

NOTICE is hereby given that Albino
Gomez, of Ilvy, New Mex, Who or
Jnne9. 1915. made ad.H. E. No. 02Ú778
SWi-NE-

Terms

'Register

PAZ VALVERDE,
0

SEJ

and

J,

O. D. CANON,
COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
Wm' G. Johnson vlerk.

Section 24 Twp 19N. Rug. 24 10 N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
NOTICE I'Ot PUBLICATION.
to make Three Year Proof, to estab
Interior, U. S. Land.
lish claim to 'the land above described Denarlmcnt of the
üliice at Clayton, New Mexico,
before V. H. Wilfeox,"
Oct. 28, VM.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
hereby
given that Madi.lena
is
Notice
Roy, N. M.
on Deo. 3d, 19K
of P.oy, N. M. who, on
Truiillo,
Claimant names as witnesses:
made HE No. 01747.'! for
Feb. 4,
Scfei-inGarcia
Juan Isidro Homero
SSEI.Sjc. 12: NEj-NE- ,
Kstevan Gome.
Alfredo Lucero Section i; Township 18N Kange 2G
All of Roy, New Mexico.
N, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
.
intention to make three Year proof to
191-1-

SE1-SW- J:

Francisco Delgado,

Cares for both 'Medical and

NOTICE Fun PUBLICATION
Department of tho Interior, U. S Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
October 28, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that
Luisa
Garciii, of Wajfon Mound, N. M.,vho,
on June 17, 1915,, made homestead entry No. 023032, for
Seo.W, SJ- -

Surgical. Cases.

Recently Enlarged,
Newly' Furnished and Equipped,
'

'

E

v.

"

'

'

Cams Plumlee,Physician in Cfcarge.

We also have Cottages

Separate from the Hospital,

with Sleeping Forehes,
For Tubercular Fatients.

'

establish claim to the land described
before F II Postar, U. S., Com'r at
Kov. N.N. on th3 Uth

davof'

Dec. 191S

Claimant names as witnesses:
David do Jesus Mascarinaz
laidro West
Demetrio Mascarinaz
Antonio Jose Mascarinaz

'

All

ofSolano,

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Rejiiater
&
Sec.20: NE,-NW- ,
SW'i:
andN4NESec. 29,' in
Twp. 20, N U. 21 E. N. M.l'.Meri Grcatfy Benefited by Cham
alan, lias filed notice of intention to
berlain's Tablets.
make Three Year Proof, to establish
am
thankful for the irood 1 have
claim to tho land above described, be''I
received by usin;i Chamberlain's Tab
fore- Stanley A. Foutz, U, B. Commissioner, Ya;;on Mound, N. M., on Dec, lets. About two years ago whn I be
p,an taking them I was suffci'iny
7, 1918.
trreat deal friim distress after eating
Claimant names as witnesses;
and from headache and a tired, lan
Isidro Gonzales
Jose V. Garcia
aiud feeling tiue to indigestion1 and
Olmedo Abeyja
Piainon Salas
torpid liver, Chamberlain's Tablet
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
corrected these disorders in a short
Francisco Delgado,
,
time, at.d .since taking two bottles of
.
iíegister.
them myhealtk lias been good," writes
Mrs. M. P. Harwood, Auburn, N. Y,
SEI-SE- í,

Careful Attention "and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.
"

Register

letter'

Jose F.' Sandoval

Sanora Dona Sirilia Martinez

.f :

letter
letter
letter
Eugenic Grijalva,
letter
letter
Ramon Arap-on- ,
letter
Jose Hiñes Aragón,
' ''
a '
Guadalupita Montragon letter
letter
W. S. Good Jr.
3 letter
Miss Fay Blair,
2 letter
Ira J. Bell
1
v
!
Ramirjz
letter
r Jesus
above
remain
will
letters
The
Mrs. Henry T. Bowie Is a member
Council
Work
War
of
the
'ADVERTISED" for fourteen
of the Yours .Women's Christian
days
and if uncalled for at the
Association, which djrects its work
among women affected by or en- - end of that time, sumo will be
RaROd in war industries in America
sent to the Division of Deud Let
and Euioiie.
ters, San Francisco California.
k

FredCaiTee
Jose 1)9 Jesus Garcia

When calling for above letters
please say ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.

REFUGEES
BECOME SYMPATHETIC
AS THEY UNDERSTAND

MEXICAN

of-llc- e

-

'

ADVEUTISKl)

War Worker

SEJ-NW-

NEW MEX.

....'

Paso Woman "

E!

.Ix-for-

The Píwmlee .Hospital

."

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

r

e,

Notice' is hereby piven that Eduvigen
Coatillo, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
November 22, 1913 and December 19,
1914,
made Homestead Entry No.
017211 and No. 019012, for the SVj
SwH, Section 17, NwNeV, Ne
Nw,4v Section 20, and the Sw.VNw,
Section 17; SwUNel4;
NwMSwVi,
SeNwU,' Section 20, Township 19N,
Range 25E. N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to malta Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. II. Wilicox, U. S. Commissioner,
at bin office at Roy, 'New Mexico, on
the 9th day of December, 1013.'
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Isidro Romero", of Roy New
Mexico, Juan do Jesus, Sandoval, of
,Roy, New Mexico, Alfredo Sandoval,-oRoy, New Mexico, Nicolas Sandoval,
of Roy, New M:::ico.
'PAS VALVERDE,

-

BANK ACCOUNT TODAY.

A

WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

toll

Dspartmíüt of the Ir.torior, U. S. Land

29,

START

h

NOTlCETOttTUBLICATION

October

lov.-nslv-

1

Girl

Making Aviator's Wing3
Helped to Earn Living Va0
Ey Y. W. C. A.

is

Ym. G. Johnson,
San Antonio, Texas. Inability to
cali
speak English and hesitancy iu
na, on Americana for aid because oi FOR SALE:- - Set automobile
the birrler of language hive been
and a Reo body. A
found to be prolific causes of distrust
Roy Tailoring Co.
on the part of Mexican rerugee3 la gain,
they
have
When
San Antonio.
as has been freuucntly the
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
case, by the International institute,
o
a division of the Young Women a
of
Intrtior.
the
Department
refugees
Christian Association, the
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
become loyal and devoted citizens.
Oct. 28, 1918
One Mexican family of higa flexes
ot
hereby given that '
is
Notice
stripped
was
anion tho refu&eos,
New Mex.
property and arrived at tlie citj Vicente Martin-- z, of Kov ,
practieai.y aesaiui?. ms vu
vho, on June 10, 1915 made Homestead
er in the family was a young woman, Entry
for
end her only income vas derives NF.t SEJ Section 19,
& WJ
J
from the salo. of aviators' wins, em- NEl,Sec.:50, T.l'- N, Ii'nir 25E. N.M.P.x
Mr-sha embro.dorea in Sil
M.,' has filed notice of intention to
ver with siirnass'ns skill. Tho lar
make three year proof, to establish
prcvoritei
however,
barrier,
ruisre
claim to the land above described, be
nor
proper
a
ior
reward
her roapins
.,.ir fnr tho nnlv claco wiiere t.o fore W.H. Wülcox.U.S. Commissioner
Dec. 9, 1918.
o
at Roy, New
hnew where to soil thorn was co
ndvantngs
who,
one
tak'ns
ducted by
Claimant names us witnesses:
of her ignorance, pa d hnr or.ly
David Lsqumei
uan Isidro Romero
cenis for oach pair.
'
uan de Jesus f andoval
Facme (institution, th? entire
Ati-linEsfjiiibcl
llv'grew to bata their Burroundiiif.a
and wee so bitter toward AmonclM
A'l of Roy. New Mexico,
that they sought to drive a visiting
Cut
instituto worker from the home.'
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Eneak'ms the lansaa.e and porcsfvl:i"ir tho bitter spirit, she stayed, surneeded,
Sleep end
tni!nR she was
she
Ascertaining
the conditions,
One of the mcst common cnuses of
fninui p.u'iabla emi?loyment for the
subai d restlessness is ind
now
insimria
rtn.i-it.income
v.'hosa
Tike one of Chsmaerlain's Tabstanüally supports the family.
"German propaganda would have let irrmediatcly after supper and see
found a fertile, field intheir hearts," if ycu do not rest tetter. They only
the secretary said, "had .it reacnea cost a quarter.
Now
;them in their darkest hour.
they bellevo In the honesty and goodness, the Integrity, of purpose of the
Founfnin Fen. Finder
American people and government."
LOST-- A

P. M.

Bar

tires

,

1

MEJ-NW-

;

Me:-:ieo-

twea-ty-fiv-

fw

Rest

rce-tio-

-

r.

n.

effice and
p'tae bring to S-Fifteen Foyers des AUiees foT
munition receive reward.
ijrirls working in French
planta aretnow maintained by tho
Choice) Eed
iYoung Women's Christian AssociaFOR SALE:-?o- mis
tion.' They provide entertainment, Pigs. Also some fat hogs.
renriw triar and the cheer of a
ihoiuellke, comfortable house, presidInquire r write, J.C. SMITH
ed over by a woman 'who specializes
Rl. Roy, N. M.
in anil understands the needs oí

,

ttese-workers,-
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A DISAPPOINTMENT.

In a country week appeal Senator
Harding said In Cleveland:
wjm mw
.WwMitWMMawm
íív.átóJWWWv:-KvM:vW-;-.vi
.,..,v,.;v...
y
j
Hi)lWii
"It Is most pathetic to see the Ignorance of country life that Is- mani1
Amerlcnii Run in Lorrnlne wlileli the crew nnmod "Prosldont Wilson's Answer." 2 American field signal
y the little country, weekers
fested
d
council met to fix
men repairing a severed wire nenr Juvlgny. S The pnlnce of Versailles, where the
from the slums.
the armistice terms for Germany.
"A little country weeker on an Ohio
farm went down Into the barnyard to
s
the Interpretation
of the phrase'
of a mile wide. The see the milking, and returned with
of the seas." Information engineers gallantly did their share, tears In his eyes.
REVIEW OF "freedom
on this was sent to Berlin by Secrebuilding pontoon and foot bridges and
"'Why, what's the matter, buhl
tary Lansing In the same note that our troops, tired but Jubilant, proceed- said the farmer's wife. 'Didn't the
told the Huns to ask an armistice from ed to chase the swiftly retreating milking please you?'
WAR Foch.
THE
" 'Naw,' said the country weeker.
Huns to the north and east. The principal lateral Unes of communication
Them cows o' yourn don't give nothln'
men of England and between Metz and northern France but milk.'
"'For the land's sakesl And whnt
World's Conflict, Brought to a France, backed by the press of those and Belgium were thus cut
countries, Insist that the German milido you expect 'em to give?" said the
Close by Virtual Surrender
tary commanders and others who have,
took full revenge for the de- farmer's wife.
been personally responsible for the feat of Caporetto before
of Germany.
"'Beef tea, o' course,' snapped the
the armistice
brutalities and Inhumanities of the with Austria went Into effect on No- country weeker."
war shall be brought personally to, vember 4. Though the submission of
trial and punishment.
The names of
The Horrors of War.
HUNS BEG ARMISTICE TERMS these wretches have been carefully the Austrian commanders was a foreMrs. Giddy Those boys crying their
gone conclusion, General Diaz didn't
compiled by the British and French lose a moment waiting
for It, but went extras are very annoying, don't you
and Belgians during the years of war- swiftly ahead with the
Job of abso- think soT
Emissaries Go to Marshal Foch Bearfare, and If they are permitted to go lutely crushing the enemy
Mrs. Nabor Yes, Indeed ; there
forces. It
ing White Flag While Conference
unpunished there will be a general Is
ought to be an ordinance to prevent
In
estimated
offensive
that
thnt
last
Is Held Allied Armies Continoutburst of wrath. The Individuals the Italians took about 500,000 pris- their talking together. One Is unue to Smash the Enemy.
thus accused Include the officials of oners, nnd that they
hold fully a mil- able to hear what the extra la about
the Krupp works, who were In conlion Austrlnns In their prison camps. because "one chap drowns the other
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
spiracy with the militarists to bring The value of the
material captured out after you've caught a couple of
virtually ended.
on the wnr.
The great;
words.
In the recent weeks Is put at
At the time of writing hostilities had
Whnt will happen to Kaiser
nnd It Includes 200,000 horses
Is still on the laps of the gods, and 6,000 guns. The collapse
not ceased, but the plenipotentiaries
of the
of Germany had crossed the lines to a lie Is no longer a free agent, and great Austrian army was complete,
HABITS TO COSpoint near Guise, bearing a white flag, th"re have been loud and persistent and the scenes In the redeemed ItalTUMES.
and were there considering the armis- cn'ls In the cities of Germany for his ian territory where thousands on
My wife has a
tice terms offered them , by Marshal abdication. However, the German gov- thousands of prisoners were being
habit of spending
Foch. That they would be compelled ernment, after long consultation with moved were snld to be reminiscent of
money before she
the lenders of all parties, decided that the retrent
to accept these terms was considered
of Napoleon from Moscow.
gota it
he should remain on the throne, at
a foregone conclusion.
Of course the armistice terms granted
Mine is worse;-shThough the terms of the armistice least for the present. The Socialists
the Austrlnns were most severe, and Inspends It beto
symbol
oust
wanted
Vf
the
him
as
a
grunthad not been mude public, those
cluded In them was free passage of
I get It
fore
ed to Austria and Turkey proved that militaristic system that has brought
allied armies through Austrian
the
Germany would be forced to accept disaster on Germany; but the other territory, with use of
Austrian menns
terms that meant unconditional sur- parties believed he should be retained of transportation.
This meant the
Gerrender, with all that Implies. The al- as the symbol of the unity of the
On the Carpet
opening of the way to attack Germany
lies were In a position to refuse to man empire, which Is so threatened from the south nnd to protect
"Don't you think a congressman
to
now.
renson
they
have
That
Just
listen to anything short of that. PresEmperor Charles refused to ought to have a longer term than two
ident Wilson hu'd notified the German fear the growing separatist movement sign these terms? so that was done by years?"
high command that It would have to is evidenced by the Munich Journals,
"I have sometimes thought so, bnt
the Austrian chief of staff. There was
ask terms from Marshal Foch in the which openly advocnte the separation some question as to who could repre- there seems to be no great clamor for
empire.
Bavaria
from
of
the
field, and In consequence Matlilns
sent the late dual klngdoip, for It Is a change. So I Infer that most peora
General Wlnterfeld, Count von
nil broken up now. Hungary, under ple consider two years long enough
The allied commanders In France
Obenulorff, General von Gruenell and
the leadership of Count Karolyl, has to let a congressman go without an
gave
they
no
sign
Belgium
and
that
Nuvul Captain von Salow carried the
Louisville
made complete Its separation from accounting."
'
white flag to the generalissimo of the knew armistice negotiations were un- Austria and will hold a plebiscite on
der way and the end of the war at
ullies. Whether they were fully emquestion of being a kingdom or a
the
powered to act for Germany wus not hand. Not for one second did they republic.
"
Renlly nothing Is left to
His Explanation.
stated, hut It was supposed t1mt If It cense their furious attack on the arm- Charles except tho German part of
Cynic So your airship was wrecked
was
wire necessary to submit the terms to ies of the Huns, and the result
Austria, and that shows signs of Join- In the blizzard. J thought you conthe relchstag, such action would be la that before the end of the week the ing the German confederation.
The sidered It perfect.
latter were facing the most complete disposition of the peoples of southern
the nature of a formality.
"The ship was perfect" replied the
them.
Thus, after four years and three disaster that could overtake
middle Europe Is going to be one of Inventor stiffly. "The nir was at fault"
raged all along the front
fighting
The
the most delicate and difficult probmouths of terrible conflict, the great
from Ghent, which was surrounded and lems
war, Involving directly most of the nathe pence conferees will have to
Taking No Chances.
taken by the British, Belgians and solve. If possible, It must
be so solved
tions of the globe, has come to a close
Prospective Lodger What's the rent
Americans, to the region north of Verthnt this region, for ages a hotbed of of this room, Including the use of the
with the ulter defeat of Germany find
dun, where the Americnns were forg-InInternational troubles, will be satis-fle- piano?
her allies, the complete failure of the
ahead despite fierce resistance and
and at peace.
gigantic conspiracy to force upon the
Landlndy I can't say offRnnd. You
almost lnsnrmountnhle difficulties of
All Italy went wild with Joy over must play me something first
world the rule of militaristic autocracy.
the
Between
points
these
terrain.
At tho expense of millions of lives French armies, assisted on each wing Its great victory, and the various citand billions of treasure the reign of by their allies, were mighty busy In op ies of Italia Irrldenta, now redeemed,
A Real Optimist
democracy
Tommy Pop, what Is an optlmlstT
established erations designed to complete the work greeted with acclaim the occupying
has been
throughout the world. The price has of cutting off the retreat of the Hun forces of Italian troops and the civTommy's Pop An optimist, my son,
not been too great, for the victorious nrmles In the great pocket between ilian authorities. Having conquered
is a person who not only hopes for
their ancient foe, the Italians dis- the best, but actually expects to get It
nations, and perhaps some of the con- the Holland border and Metz. Bequered, have been regenerated by the tween the Samhre nnd the Scheldt played a remarkable spirit of forgiveblood they have shed and the gold they three British armies' engaged twenty-fiv- e ness and treated the defeated Austrl-nn- s
A Sure Sign.
with utmost generosity.
liuve spent.
"What does the doctor say about
German divisions nnd utterly deyour father's physical condition?"
Her military front In the west
feated them, Inflicting terrible losses
remains the one field of con"He says pa's physical condition Is
her home front breaking down, and compelling a general retreat. On
her people ready to revolt and her their right, after taking Valenciennes, flict, nnd It Is not conceivable that getting better because his temper
troops forming soviets after the fash-Io- n they drove ahead through the Mormal the fighting can be kept up there for seems to be getting worse."
very long. Siberia Is pretty definitely
of the Russjan bolshevik!, Germany forest, captured Le Quesnoy, and alunder the control of the allies, the
up
Very Natural Result
struggle.
the
Had
had to give
the
most reached Maubeuge. The Canadis
and loyal Russians, at
army commanders had their way, prob"I understand Smith went all to
ans, on the British left, made equally
least as far as lines of communi- pieces over that affair."
ably the fighting would have been con- Important advances.
cation are concerned. The government
though
-longer,
"Ah ! That accounts for his looking
tinued for a short time
ta
of northern Russia has acknowledged
so broken up."
hopelessly. Hut the Internal changes
the difficult
After accomplishing
government set up at Omsk as suhad actually given the people a power crossing of the Sambre canal and then the
preme
nnd the bolshevlkl now find
enjoyed,
and starting the Huns well on their way
Not That Idea.
tbey never before had
main- strength Is confined to the
their
they brought It to bear In a way that eastward, the French made one of the
your
husband In. a bucket
saw
"I
Volga valley region. The( soviets are
compelled the militarists to make a greatest leaps forward recorded durshop this morning."
still powerful In many places, but the
speedy peace. The revolt of the armed ing the war. Vervlns, Montcornet and
"The thoughtful mnn I I told him I
terrible food conditions and the fear
some nw ones."
forces already had begun In Hamburg Bethel, all German strongholds,, and of the approaching
needed
winter are having
and Kiel and also In Schleswlg, and It Innumerable towns and villages of less their
Germany formally seveffect
was reported that the revolutionists Importance were taken and passed by ered relations with
We All Do.
the bolshevik govhad gained control of the entire Ger- the lrreslstlblé Pollus, with whom an ernment last week, and the latter
She (at the movie show) What
Italian corps was operating, and clear asked the allies to open peace negotia- part do you Uko best.
man fleet.
down to the Meuse the enemy was In
He (as he puts his arm around her)
tions nt a time and place of their
And now for the pence conference. full flight. So fast did the Huns fall
The close-upFilm Fun.
own choosing. Since none of the alThe first question Is the place where back and so close on their heels were lied governments ever recognized the
the momentous meeting shall be held. the French that the Germans were bolshevik government, It Is difficult
One Way t- Popularity.
The United States offers Washington. compelled to abandon many guns and to see how anything could come of this
"She seems to be very popular?"
Great .Britain favors The Hague; great, stores of material, and their except the surrender of the bolshevlkl
"She Is. She has a faculty of apFrance, Versailles; Italy, Geneva. Ail losses In prisoners were enormous.
to the establishment of decent and safe' pearing very attentive when young
as
ta
are supposed to favor Washington
governmental conditions.
men begin talking about themselves.
Meanwhile the Yankees were carIf the conference
second choice.
afshould meet In our national capital, It rying out their part of the big drive
'
Heading Her Off
Flnlnnd Is sore. Its people declare
by smashing through the German lines
Is believed President Wilson will preand
by
Mrs. Heckell (Ironically, as hubby
the Germans
were misled
they
by
Meuse,
and
on both sides of the
side; If elsewhere, some other Amerithat a German king was thrust upon arrives home at 4 a. m.) Weill Is
can, presumably Colonel House, will Thursday they had entered Sedan and
them without their desire. it would It possible that all the bright, brilliant,
Montmedy,
Mezleres
and
to
were
close
table.
of
the
sit nt the head
be at all surprising if that king clever, witty, sparkling orations t are
not
towns.
of
agreed
Important
The feat
other
The allied governments have
forced to abdicate In the near fu- finished so soon?"
were
that peace shall be based on the points the Americans In forcing the crossing ture and If a republican form of gov
Mr. Heckell (fervently) I hope so,
enunciated by President Wilson, with of the Meuse river and canal outh fit
dear!
ernment were Inaugurated.
town
was
taking
of
been
and
Dun
the
that
which
'have
two modifications
V
one of the most dashing of all the Inaccepted by him. These are that repaThe Times.
The Imminence of the cessation of
ration by 'Germany shall include com- cidents of the whole war. The doughstory."
"This la a very
and
General
caused
Crowder
wnrfare
to
waterswim
boys
across
had
damage
to
the
the
done
nil
pensation for
"How so?"
sus
seriously
to
consider
the
machine-gun
aids
ways
his
heavy
fire
under
and
civilian population of the allies
"It opens with the hero and herountheir property by he Germans by land, nnd to climb the steep banks of the pension of the November draft call,
ine taking a Sunday ride In a coach
by sea, and from the air; and Ihat the canal with the aid of grappling hooks. der which more than 300,000 men have
and pair."
entente allies reserve to themselves Between the river and the canal they been ordered to army camps. This aclikely.
seemed
cross
had
to
of
land
a
tion
mud
of
stretch
cotunlete freedom oa the subjsct
jtftlV
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We will win this war
Nothing else really matters until we dot.
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The Flavor Lasts
Bettor no medicine at all in all forms
the wrong kind.
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What It tt that roba ao mtnj people of
tlielr Tltalltjr, youth and good look
makea thorn all In and decrepit, year
before their time! Some ear It'a
that la ailing tbera. Others complain of chronic stomach or liter trouble.
Life Is a burden to
Others are billons.
Severe headuultltudee of dynreptlca.
Insomnia,
ache,
eitreme nervousness,
anemia,
mental depression, melancholia,
dltilness, vertigo, heart and chest pains,'
constlpstlon, etc., claim other multitudes.
- Sometimes
these people are downright
More frequently they ere Just,
sick.
weak, sickly and unfit, not knowing ex-actly what la the matter with them.
Nearly always they resort to medicine
of one kind or another In the hope of
getting back their health and strength.
And nearly alwaya they are disappointed, because medicines don't build strength
aniens they set the stomach free from
acidity, allowing It to take full strength
out of the food eaten.
What la It that causes teeth to decay!
Tentlsts say acid mouth that the acid
formed by the fermentation of email
particles of food lodged in the teeth la
powerful enough to eat right throuitb
prethe hard enamel. An
Excess scld
sents a similar condition.
retards digestion. Food In the stomach
sours and ferments, causing pain. Gases
The Intestines
street the heart action.
become the breeding place for countless
millions of deadly germs or toxic poisons.
These poisons are carried by the blood

Into every part of the aystera, t The
If
famous sctetitbtt, afetrhnlkolf, ssld
the system could be kept free from these
toxic germs, people might easily Uva a
hundred years or more.
The only safe thing to do Is to rid the
stomach of Its excess acid at once. A
way baa beea found In the wonderful
preparation, called EATO.MO a compressed compound that absorbs the excess acid and carries it away through
the bowels. Thousands upon thousands
now know of EATONIO and Its amazing
power to clean out tbe excess acid and
leave
the stomach sweet, cool end
strong giving It a chance to properly
digest food so that you get full atrength
of what you eat and In this way help
Nature build up vigorous health, strength
and vitality to take the place In a few
daya, of alckneaa, lassitude, weakness.
It
BATONIG Is worth your trial.
possibilities tor restoring health, vigor,
energy and vitality are beyond telling
In mar words you must "Just try
Íou

EATONIO is absolutely guaranteed, so
If
get a big 60c box from your druggist.
It does not help you your money will be
refunded. . If your druggist does not keep
EATONIO, Bend your name and address to
the Estonlc Remedy Compsny, 1018 B.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III., and they will
at once mall you a 60c box and you can
send them tbe money for It after you receive It.

Mistakes will happen, but to let an
Something Wrong Somewhere.
Mr. Clout read In a paper that di- avoidable mistake happen Is 'gross
gestion is stimulated by talk and carelessness.
laughter at meal times; he cogitated
over the idea, and finally addressed
,

his family thus:
"Now. this keeping mum at meals
has got to stop. You hear me, you
girls. Tou begin to tell stories, and
keep up agreeable sort of talk like;
and you boys, laugh and be Jolly or
I'll take and dust your Jackets with
the strap till you can't stand. Now begin I"
And
forced.

yet somehow the

Look out for Span-

ish Influenza.

,

At the first sign of

a cold take

Jollity seemed

Extremes.
Dixie, the French poodle, was barking noisily and wagging his tall at the
same time.
"Oh," cried little Lucy, "Dixie ,la
cross at one end and happy at the

other."
'
Hadn't Got Far.
"I hear you are learning to fly."
"No. I am merely studying It"- Pearson's Weekly.
'

i

V

Red Cross Bag Blue malted the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
AJÍ good grocers. Adv.
An ideal family hotel Is one that
backs all tbe discomforts of home.

CASCARA

Rf

QUININE

Standard cold remedy for 20 yesus hi table
form safe, sure, no opiates breaks up a eokt
In 14 hours relieves grip In 3 days. Money
back If it falla. The genuine box has a Red top
with Mr. HUI' picture. At All Dras. Btocaav

For Coughs and Colds

take a tried and tested remedy one that
acta promptly and' effectively and contains
no opiates. You get that remedy by asking for

mmMm

u

W. N.

u

J, DENVER,

NO.
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"We have come back to our com
try more thoroughly convinced that
our people and our government stand
out a a wonderful object lesson to
the peoples of th whole world," declared Samuel Gompers in bis "Report
to .the American People" on the work
of the labor mission to Europe,
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company ; and six
Individual
defendants
were acquitted
The capture of the Important town
by a Jury in the federal court at New
of Avesnes and the occupation of the
York on charges of conspiracy to dewestern portion of Tournal are re
fraud
the government in the manufac
ported in Fled Marshal Haig's official
ture of raincoats for the United States
communication.
Both north and south army.
of Avesneg the British troops have
v
passed the line of
The Republican party will have com'
'
Road.
plete control of both branches of con'
gress, according to latest election re
The Germans have been driven from turns from Michigan and New Mexico.
the last position on the heights of the On the face of virtually complete un
Meuse Into the low ground of the official returns from Michigan New.
Woevre. The Americans are again berry has a lead of approximately
pursuing in camions. . The day's ad 8,500 votes.
vanee waa six kilometers along a four
teen kilometer front.
A contribution of 5 million dollars
to the United War Work Campaign
American troops of the First Army said to be the largest gift ever made
entered the western outskirts of Se to such a cause, was announced In
dan and have completed occupation New York by tho United States Steel
of the city. Seizure of Sedan cut the Corporation. The same corporation
principal communications of the army gave 2 million dollars to the Red
of the German crown prince and Gen Cross during its last campaign.
eral Von Gallwltz, inflicting a serious
The American committee for relief
defeat on the enemy, who rushed
In the near East has established a
earthward In full rout
chain of relief stations between Bag'
.
dad and Teheran, according to a
With ever increasing speed the cablegram Lnnouncing the arrival in
are forcing: the Ger- the latter city of Dr. Harry Pratt Jud
French trooos
mans back i north of the Aisne and on son, received In New York by tho
all the rest of the front which the American committee
for Armenian
French are fighting over, according and Syrian relief.
to the war office announcement. An
advance of ten miles has been made
American shipyards again estabat certain points.
lished a new record in October by delivering seventy-seveships of 398,000
Troops of Lieutenant General LIg deadweight tons. The Shipping board
gett's First American army now are also received during the month two
fighting in the Bois du Fond de Linion ships of 17,808 tons built for its ac
south of Sedan, and have reached the count in Japan.
fr
i
Une of Fiaba, Maisoncelle and Chenv
German forces In their retreat from
ery, General Pershing reports in his
communique.
The Germans are re Belgium are bombarding defenseless
slstftig with artillery and machine towns, using especially made gas shells
guns the advance of the Americans and devastating the oountryside, ac
cording to an
account
east of the Meuse.
made public by the Belgian legation
The operations by the French In one in Washington.
4
4
day netted one of the greatest ad'
vanees yet made, measuring more
Southwest.
than six miles at various points. The
An order Issued by the Kansas City
Important towns of Vervins, Mont hospital and health board, in a sesCornet and Rethel were occupied and sion with Mayor Cowgill, who is an
progress was made far beyond these
member of that body, re
places, the war office announces.
moves the stringent ban which has
been In force for weeks because of
The Germans are retreating on a the influenza epidemic.
4r
"t1
front from the River Scheldt
i
to the River Aisne. The Allies have
One Mexican federal soldier was re
crossed the Franco-Belgiafrontier ported killed and Ranger J. R. Perbetween
Valenciennes and Bavay, kins was missing after a clash be
which is eight miles west of the fort tween Texas Raugers and Mexicans
ress of Maubeuge.
The Allies are early the other morning, according to
within two miles of Bavay. They have word received at El Paso. The fight
captured the whole of Normal Forest ing occurred on "The Island."
ip
except the eastern edge.
If
É
"I
William P. Elmer of Salem, Mo., re
The American forces have captured ported on incomplete returns elected
and
to the state legislature from Dent
Dun, east of the Meuse river. They county, in the federal court at St Louis
are also occupying the bills on the has been convicted of violation of the
east bank of the river, despite a stiff Espionage Act on one count. Three
machine gun resistance by the Ger other counts were dismissed.
mans.
The election of S. A. Shelton, Repub
lican, to Congress from the Sixteenth
Washington.
by a majority of 108
Secretary of War Baker emphatical Missouri District,
over his Democratic opponent, Thom
ly denied that imminence of an armisas T. Rubey, Is Indicated by virtually
tice had caused any curtailment in
complete returns.
military activity on the part of the
"V
government.
"There is absolutely no
Motion for a new trial In the test
foundation," said the secretary, "for
prohibition
reports, that the War Department has case in which the Texas
law recently was held unconstitutional
decided to hold up future draft calls
by the court of criminal appeals has
or canceled any already made."
been filed at Austin by the attorney
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Unlike Topsy
Swift & Company
Has Not "Jest Growed"

C.

Kenyon

e

and expeditiously.

The Swift & Company packing plants,
refrigerator cars, car routes, branch
houses, organization, and personnel of
today are the practical solutions, born of
practical experience, to the food problems
of half a century.
Because of all these elements working in
correlation and unison, Swift & Company
is able to supply more and better meat to
more people than would have been possible otherwise, at a net profit per pound of
meat so low (a fraction of a cent) that the
consumer price is practically unaffected.
Strip away any portion of this vast,
smooth-runnin- g
human machine, and you
make a large part of the meat supply
uncertain, lose the benefit of half a century
of fruitful experience, and scatter the
intelligent energies' of men who. have
devoted a life work toward meeting the
needs of a nation in one vital field.
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The booklet ofpreceding chapters

in this story of
the packingindustry will be mailed on request to
Swift ft Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois.

Milly-Devan- t-

Company, U. S. A.
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One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine;
Made by Dr. O. H. Franklin, the orlalnator. ti GUARANTEED TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
AGAINST BLACKLEG.
It has stood the test (or over four years on over a million calves and our users
have every confidence In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE with a WRITTEN CUARANTEE If you
wish, and chirte you fifty cents per dose. Or will send you the SAME VACCINE for
t forty cents per dose without the Guarantee. We make ONE QUALITY OF VACCINE
ONLY Syringe (or Injecting, $2.50. Write us about It.

THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.

600 Uve Stock Exchange Bids.

Insidious Persistence.
Tou don't seem to pay any aften
tlon to these germs."
"I don't talk about 'em any more
than Is necessary," answered Doc
Branev. "I take all possible precau
tions and then try to Ignore 'em. The
meanest thing about a germ Is that If
he can't attack you anywhere else, he
tries to get on your mind."

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

'

by LOCAL 'APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh la a local disease, irreatly Influenced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
It is taken internally and acts throueh
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
la composed of some of the best tonics
known, combined with some of the best
blood purifiers. The perfect combination
of the ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE la what produces such wonderful results In catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
V. J. Cheney & Co., Props., Toledo,
.
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DENVER,

COLO.

Secretary Lansing: announced that
he had been advised Marshal "fodi
bad 'reported to Paris that he had re
jected a formal request from the Ger
man armistice delegates for an immediate suspension of hostilities, and
hours in which
that the seventy-twthe Germans must answer the Allied
terms delivered to them began at 11
o

Clansmen,
Slovak
butcher, working "at
some German headquarters in the St.
Mihiel salient and blissfully unconscious of Impending doom, had breezed
into Thlaucourt, where there was the
equivalent of a depot quartermaster,
to buy him some supplies, when he
found himself gazing on three Yankee
A

sharpshooters.
"I was mighty scared at first," he
said, "but they had no sooner spoken
than I found they were Slovaks, too.
You must have all nationalities in your
army. Well, they gave me an orange,
they gave me a piece of chocolate, they
gave me a cigarette, and here I am."
Paris Stars and Stripes.

WHY WOMEN DREAD
OLD AGE

Don't worrv about old aire. Don't wnn-- r
about being in other people's way wlaen
you are getting on in years. Keep your
.
Specification.
body in gpod condition and you cau be as
"The young lady you admire has a bale and
hearty in your old davs as you
regular flower face."
were when a kid, and every one will be
glad to see you.
"Yes ; 'Isn't she o: daisy?"
The kidneys and, bladder are the canses
of senile afllictions. Keep them clean and
in proper working condition.
Drive the
poisonous wastes from the system and
avoid uric acid accumulations. Take GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules periodicalGUARANTEED
ly and you will find that the system will
TO INSTANTLY RELIEVE
always be in perfect working order. Your
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles
made strong and your face harve once
more the look of youth and health.
OR MONEY REFUNDED
ASK ANY BfiUGGIST
New life, fresh strength and health will
come as you continue this treatment. When
your first vigor has been restored continue
tor awhile taking a capsule or two each
day. They will keep you in condition and
prevent a return of your troubles.
There is onlv one guaranteed brand of
Haarlem Oil Capsules,' GOLD MEDAL.
There are many fakes on the market. Bo
sure you get the Original GOLD MEDAL
AH dragfflats l Soap 25. Ointment 2fi A 60, Tnlmim S.
Imported Haarlem Oil Capsules. They are
Sample eaob free at "OMtcmm, Sap. B. Boato."
s
the only reliable.. For sale by all
druggists. Adv.
"'"
tHfcKER'é
HAIR BALSAM
" "

ASTHMA

a. m.

Rely On Culicura
ForSkinTroubles

first-clas-

toilet preparation of merit.
ueipe to eraQioftte aaaaauix.
rorKertorma- - Color and

utrto'.,rirorra9d
a OmrR-land

600.
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Hasr,

Trust and Fear Not
"He saith, 'A whole I planned, Youth
shows but half; trust God see alL
nor be afraid.' " Browning. "

general.
i

"t

Foreign.
A republic was proclaimed in I3a
varia at the conclusion of a great
popular meeting, says a telegram from
The abdication of Emperor
Munich.
William and the renunciation of the
throne by Crown Prince Frederick
William, before noon, were demanded
f

fi

American
soldiers hereafter will
carry no ammunition with them when
they sail overseas. The War Department announced recently that all ammunition, except the allowances carried by 'officers, will be shipped in
bulk to enable the fighting; men to

"travel light."

'

t

4.

4.

J

The Germania of Berlin Bays that
General Von Winterfeldt, former Ger
man military attache at Paris, f ill
conduct the armistice negotiations for
Germany on the western front.

Removes all dandruff, stops Itch.
Ing scalp and falling ; "
'
hair."'

,,.

4

4

prospects, "prices
generally throughout the United
States aro showing a tendency upward," according1 to the Federal Re
serve Board's monthly review of business conditions reported by agents in
each district.
J
Payment of an inheritance tax of
$276,509.04 had revealed at Chicago
that the Potter Palmer estate is val
ued at $15,000,000.
This is exclusive
of the personal property of Mrs. Potter Talmer, who died recently, which
amounts to about $1,500,000.
Despite

peace

,

Emperor William of Germany hae
declined to accede to the demande
that he abdicate, says a German wire
less dispatch picked up at Amster
dam. To the ultimatum of the Socialists the emperor replied through Ujv
lster of the Interior Drews that he rf
:
fused to abdicate voluntarily.
Austria will protest against the la
terpretatlon of any c.lause in the re
cently signed armistice as meanin
that enemy armies are entitled to at
tack Germany through Austria, ao
cording to advices from Vienna,

Colds and grip leave thouiuinds with
weak kidneys and aching backs. The
kidneys bavs to do mot of the work of
huhtint off
weaken slow up, and you feel dull, ir- iiuiuie,, or nervous nave headaches,
dizziness, backache, sore Joints and irregular kidney action. Then the kidneys need prompt help. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills. Thonsands praise Doan's
fur quick, satisfactory results.

A New Mexico
rwT

Case

W.

N. Bloxom.
Main St., Carlsbad, N. M., attys:

"About four years
were In bad ahapa.
My back waa ao
lams and ailft I
could hardly get
around. K v r y
tima I tried to bend
over, sharp, darting;
pains would catch
me In my bark and
hardly
I could
straighten. My kld- nnvi w.ra in I, n .1
,
shar-too, when I began
taking
Doan's Kidney Pills. This medicine
helped me quickly and two boxes rid
me of the trouble."
Cat Doan's at Any Store, Me a Boa

DOAN'S

CO, BUFFALO. N.V.

FOSTER-MOBUR-
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Every Cake
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To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely
a matter of using a little Dunderlne.
It is easy and inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of It Just get a
small bottle of Knowlton's Dunderlne
now It costs but a few cents nil drug
stores recommend It apply a little as
directed and within ten minutes there
will be an appearance of abundance,
freshness, flulliness and an Incomparable gloss and lustre, and try as yon
will you cannot find a trace of dandruff
or falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine nnd
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your scalp
Danderine Is, we believe, the only
sure hair grower, destroyer of dandruff and cure for Itchy scalp, and it
never falls to stop falling huir at once.
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your hair really Is, moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully
draw It through your hair taking one
small strand at a time. Your hair will
be soft, glossy and beautiful in just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. Adv.
Patriotic.
Patience I saw Harry at the pa
He wus
triotic meeting last night.
In khaki.
Putrlce Oh, you snw him, did you?
Patience Yes, nnd he was so pa
triotic that he stood up during the
entire meeting,
Patrice Oh, that wasn't altogether
patriotism. He's Joined the cavalry,
you know, and yesterday was the first
day he'd tried to ride a horse. Camp
Lee Bayonet.

'

;

Kno Tonr INer ctlve. rour tinwel elfitn hy
tnkliiir Dr. Plerco'i 1'IcaKant Pellets and you'll
keup healthy, wi'ttllhy ami wise. Adr.

If a young man Is really In love he
never says he Can't afford to marry.

TALE
BUT ILL CUT

IT SHORT. 9L
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The dealer who has achieved big success does not waate his time, energy and
money trying- to sell unknown accessories.
Ha knows that cheap accessories are a
speculation, pure and simple, both (or him
and his customers. He is not willing to
put himself In the class with the makers
of products that are "Just as good." Ho
banks on a steady, consistent turnover.
Moco Monkey Grip the one established
patch, the one that la universally accepted as standard. This famous tire patch
has been tested by Impartial experts and
pronounced perfect In performance. It
withstands the frlctlonaf heat generated
under my conditions of service. If your
dealer does not handle, order direct, prepaid If money accompanies order. Put up
in two sise cans only, 64 square Inches
(1.00, ICS square Inches $1.75.
ManmfaetmraJ tty by tKé
-

Moco Laboratories, Inc.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
sk Voua JoeiBstai

Every Woman Wants

itmmmt muy.
uvntuc
FDR PFPqnNAI
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarro, ulceration and inflan
nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for teq years.
A healinff wonder far mmI Mftnd
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
no eitnorainuy flmiiM and iomickl.l power.
9& "N
or po.tr ij by
? ri u
ninii.
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Mothers Know That

Virtually all the German fleet hai
revolted, according to a dispatch re
celved in London from The Hague.
The men are complete masters at

Marshal Foch has been authorized
by the United States and the Alliei
Helgoland.
WHhelmshaven,
to receiverepresentatives
of the Ger- Kiel,
'
man government to communicate t'i Borkum and Cuxhaven.
4 4 'I
them the terms of an armistice. The
The American consul and seven
German government la so Informed in
a note handed to the Swiss minister British war prisoners have been killed
by the bombardment of Charlerol
by Secretary Lansing. ,
southwest of Namur, in Belgium, ac
cording to Berlin dispatches received
omesxic.
The constitutional amendment pro in Amsterdam.
vlding the ballot for voters absent in
(
the military or naval service of the
American prisoners in Germany are
United States carried Baltimore by being badly mistieated, in spite of the
0,000 and Its adoption by the state
protests of the American Red Cross.
was regarded as a certainty.
arriving at the prison came
Americans
.
4.
4
Maude Adams Is very ill in Nash at Limburg, Darmstadt and Giesseu
ville, Tenn., according to word which have their clothes stolen' and theii
has reached New York. The actress boots replaced with wooden sabots,
The American Red Cross shipped
wag stricken early Wednesday while
filling an engagement in "A Kiss for clothing to replace that which wai
stolen.
Cinderella."

--

A

small bottle of "Danderine"
makes Mr thick,, glossy
and wavy.

-

lions effectively, efficiently, economically,

&

BEAUTIFUL HAIR

'

Swift & Company, in fifty years of well
ordered growth, has become one of the
great national services because it has
learned to do something for the American
people which they needed to have done
for them, in the way in which they
preferred to have it done.'
It has met each successive demand, in
the changing conditions of national life,
by getting good meat to increasing mil-

Swift

Feci Lame and Achy?

4t

fr

The

War News.

GIRLS! LOTS OF
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Genuine Castoria

rrniinTnoineruuu ut ivvcw-tinHieStomachs andBmrets rf

Always
Bears the

Digestion

Signature

AVcéWcPfcptóianfcr;

Thereby Promoting
Cheerfulness and Kcsiwnuiu
nor
fiMfhor Onlm.Morphlne

f)X

Not Narcotic

JhaipkaH
Jtxi.tkSaU

In
i r,nir.fiil

Uso

Remedy for

Constipation and Diarrhoea

and Fewnsnnt"

LOSS OF SLEEP
resulting ihOTfrotnjnWawy-

For Over

facsimile SiiWtarot

Thirty Years
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All Nations Permit Ust of Sweetening

Sat. Night, Nov .23.

America's new sugar ration bf two
pounds a month per person is equitable when compared with the sugar re
tloa enforced by rigid governmental
order in England, France and Italy, nations with which we are sharing sugar.
Each Allied nation in the matter of
ugar consumption Is sharing on near
eat possible equal terms the hardships
Imposed by greatly altered conditions
In the world sugar situation.
Formerly classed as a luxury, sugar
is now a war time essential. The fair
and juBt division of this essential is
In the bands of the various Allied

fsr

STATE BANK REPORT
,"

,.,

.

.,, ;

'.

Serial No.

tugar ration of two
A voluntary
pounds per person a month.
In the other countries at war with
Germany augar is on of the scarce
articles on every menu "Whether in
the households of both rich and poor,
or in the hotels.
England today has g sugar ration
of two pounds per month per person.
In France the ration is a pound and a
half and in Italy it is one pound a
month. And the prices in allied countries are from two to three times as
high as In America.
If you go to a hotel in England or
France these days and order tea or
coffee they serve absolutely no sugar
with it If yon want sugar you must
bring it with yon.
In England it is allowable 4o use
of an ounce of sugar in
the preparation of each luncheon. In
France many persona carry little saccharine tablets about with them for
use in hotels and in England rich and
poor must take their sugar with them
if they wish to have sweetened tea
while visiting friends.
Before the war started France had
625,000 acres devoted to sugar production. By 1917 the Frepch sugar acreage had decreased to 180,000 acres.
Today the French man or woman with a
sugar card has no assurance whatever
that he or she will be able to actually
buy sugar. To buy it, one must first
find it.
Italy Has "State Sugar."
Especially drastic regulations govern
the use of sugar in Italy. Its manufacture, distribution and sale are closely controlled, and in part actually
taken over by the state.
Saccharine is permitted to be sold
and used as a substitute for sugar and
the government manufactures a mixture of saccharine and sugar called
''State Sugar," which is largely used.
German Sugar Ration Adequate.
Germany, before the war, produced
a great surplus of sugar and exported
large quantities. Today the Germans
have virtually gone out of the export
business, but have plenty, o? cheap
augar for home use.
Wholesale prices prevalent In the
Allied nations, according to information received by the United States
Food Administration are as folleVs:
England, 10 cents a pound Franee,
32 cents; Italy, 2 cents.
While these high prices are belzut
paid abroad the American wholesale
pries Is being held at 2j cents.

20

Resources

s

1

Loans and Discounts,

2

Overdrafts,

except those shown on (b)
140979.69.

.,

V. v

f 3 4

--

,

vv
V'i

.

Pdíseil by th Cenwr. Copyright

$500.00

Real Estate, other than Banking House,

9

I I I I I I I fy'xlmiSr-

14,200.05

3

$5,355.03

Nat'n'l Banks,
b Net amt. due from Reserve Banks. ,20,979.15

(a) Net amt. due from

11

1STig;

$16.70

(c)U. S. Bonds -- Owned and unpledged
8 Furniture and Fixtures

v

11

iTTyi

unsecured,

12 Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other thiin included in 10 and 11,

-

$422.16

a Outside checks and

15

X018.

other cash items,
b Fractional currency,
nickels and cents,

Detpuet del rifle, el pice y la pala ion lot meloret amigos 'del soldado
Conetrucclon de trincheras procede Immediatamente a la toma de
alguna faja de terreno y el dinero que se invierte en Bonos de la Llberted procura los sacos de arena, el alambre de púas, el maderamen y todo el material
que usan los soldados para la construcción de sus defenzas.
Cerca de Cantlgny se halla una una de las ocupaciones, continuas en
linea de soldados americanos que con- el frente, la, pala y pico son los metesta el fuego enemigo, parece que jores amigos del soldado después del
rifle. En cada paso de avance
cada rifle alemán es una ametralla- Berlin, hay que escarbar nuevas sobre
trindora por lo tupido del fuego, silvan cheras y si son capturadas las trinpor encina de las cabezas de nuestros cheras del enemigo, hay que reformsoldados, que se encuentran pecho a arlas cambiándolas de frente.
Una
tierra y parapetándose en las mas vez que las palas y los picoa han
pequeña vlfurcaclones, las calientas cumplido su misión, entonces el alambalas Teutonas. Ellos se hallaban bre, la madera y los sacos de arenas,
momentos antes de este ataque escar- cimentan la defenza de la posesión tobando trincheras; unos tuvieron la mada. Cuando algún contra-ataqubuena surte de estar cerca de algún hace el enemigo, la soldiez de las
boyo hecho por las granadas y' otros trincheras construidas sáivan la Vida
se ampararon en las escavaclones que de nuestros soldados y permiten el
ellos mismos hacían; solamente uno de que permanezcan firmes en sus puesestos tapadores no habla hecho nada, tea. Todo avance de nuestras tropas
"Escarbe, hombre, escarbe," le dijo se seguido de (inmediata
remesas
el Teniente, "no puedo mi superior, de materiales de construcción que se
pues no tengo con que," fue la con- compran con el dinero que Ud intestación de este soldado, "entlerrese vierte al subscribirse al Cuarto Bono
Mismo, entonces, pues si la de la Libertad. Bonos por valor de
Vd.
ametralladora que en estos momentos $200.00 Suministraran suficientes Imnos hace fuego, baja nna sola pulgada, plementos da acabación pare, bm
es Ud, hombre muerto." Escarbar es Compañía,
liado.

$200,25

Coin and Currency,

16

-

Total,

6,384.60
-

,.

$185,758.53

Liabilities
Capital Stock Paid In
$15,000.00
112,000.00
Surplus fund
$0.060.81
22 Undivided Profits
(c) Less current expenses,
$3,020.36
interest and taxes paid,' : $3,046.45
24 (b) Net amount due to Reserve Banks,
2D

21

-

;

Demand Deposits

e

27

m

Individual Deposits, subject to check

Time Deposits,

money borrowed,

v

. ,

30 days notice-3- 5

$18,004.69

$30,000.00

$30,000.00

'

"

Total,

$107,733.48

'

Payable after 30 days or subject to
Certificates of deposit,
Total'of Time deposits,
40 Bills payable, including

$7857758X3

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
88
OF MORA.
milNTY
-We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge
and belief.

HASTA LA META

1

Signed:
H. B. Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
Director,
Jones, Director,
C. L. Justice, Director,

Sol. Floersheim,

x

H.

V

'

Nov. A.
SEAL

e

9th day of

D. 1918.

- Wm. B. HlJMBJÍRIEá, Notary Public

My

ft

Eighty-livHostess Houses aro
now maintained in army cantonments throughout the United States,
and effkientJy
running smoothly
Twenty mere are i
conducted.
.course of construction at point
wheer they are urgently askea by
the ranking officers.

B.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

'

"'i

commission expires Feb. 24,1920.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

8

v'N"

'

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

I

v

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

..." Dr.
ROY,

M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
N.Mex.

C. Ü. Strong, County Treasurer,

.

Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Land3 and Town Property in
y Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being,
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

by the Ceinur. Copyright 191S.

"Hcsta a cima,
y denles sin tregua." Cuando la hora de la
tioia de la lucha encarnliadu llega y nuestros soldados avanzan y son repelidos
per la nutrido fLge cnemico. La barricada que loa protege y permite el que
riesc'e lií aceten u enemigo, ucle tener un costo de $500,000 o mas dollars en
Boros de Libertod.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENTS
Al

MHr

cmruited to m d!rtchea wttb Piomttoes
vnr HuhUipss Bfpeotfull Solicited

Ecxas Woman is

Director of War 7crfe
,

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

s
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Meat and Fat Shipments
844,600,000

Increased
Pounds.

byj

Conservation measures' applied by
the American people enabled the UnltJ
ed States to ship to the Allied peoples;
and to our own forces overseas 141,- 000,000 bushels of wheat and 844,600,-00- 0
pounds of meat during the past
year, valued in all at $1,400,000,000.
xnis was accompusnea in tne race oí al
serious food shortage in this ccjjntryij
Despenmng tne wnoiehearteaness and
patriotism with which the American
people have met the food crisis abroad.
Food Administrator Hoover, in a letter to President Wilson, explains how,
the situation was met The voluntary
conservation program fostered by the
Food Administration enabled the piling
up of the millions of bushels of wheat
during 1917-1- 8 and the shipment or
meat during 1817-1The total value of all food ship- -,
ments to Allied destinations amounted
to $1,400,000,000, all this food being,
bought through or in collaboration!
with the Food Administration. These
figures are all based on official report
and represent food exports for the
harvest year that closed June 80. 191&!
'
?V a
sVilnmnnra ''aVS ivinatsi
and fasn
U1VSIU3
All I
DlllUJOUW
(Including meat products, dairy prod
ucts, vegetable oils, etc.,) to Allied des--,
tlnatlons were as follows :
.2,166,600,000 lbs,
Fiscal year 1910-17..3,011,100,000 lbs.
Fiscal year 1017-18.-..
,

..

i

844,600,000 lbs,
Increase
Our slaughterable animals at the be-ginning of the last fiscal year were not
appreciably larger than the year be--,
fore and particularly in hogs; they

one-seven-th

I

V;-

Preserving Purposes.

Jood controllers.
The United States Food Administration has asked this nation to observe

Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
NoV. 1, 1918.
the close of business

Hi

Horn

CREDIT

SUPPLY PLENTIFUL,

For the First Picture,

Most Noted Picture Ever Made.
See Posters.

v.

Food Administrator Writes Presi
dent America Conserved 14V
000,000 Bushels Wheal

WITH TIIE ALLIES
British Get Two Pounds a Month.
French Pour.d and Half,
Italians One Pound, t

"The Beast of Berlin"
'

FED THE ALLIES

SHARE OUR SUGAR

Theatre.

e

1

n4
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ishlpments is due to conservation and,
the extra weight of animals added by
our farmers.
.The full effect of these efforts began'
'to bear their best results in the last
half of the fiscal year, when the exports to the Allies were 2,133,100,000
pounds, as against, 1,266,500,000 pounds
in the same period of the year before.1
This compares with an average of,
801,000,000 pounds of total exports for!
the same half years in the three-yeapre-wperiod.
In cereals and cereal products reduced to terms of cereal bushels our!
shipments to Allied destinations have
r.

ar

Ibeen:

Fiscal year
Fiscal year

1916-17-

..

259,900,000 bushels
bushels

80,000,000 bushels
Increase
Of these cereals our shipments of
the prime breadstuff. In the fiscal year
1917-1- 8
to Allied destinations were:
.Wheat 131,000,000 bushels end of ryk
13,000,000 bushels, a total of 144,900,
,
000 bushels.
The exports to Allied destinations
were:
during the fiscal year 1919-1Wheat 130,100,000 bushels and ry
200,000 bushels, a total of 137,400,000
bushels. In addition some 10,000,000
bushels of 1917 wheat are now In port
for Allied destinations or en route
thereto. The total shipments to Allied
countries from our last harvest ofi
wheat will be therefore, about 141,000,
000 bushels, or a total of 154,900,000
btt&els of prime breadstuffs. In ad
dition to this we have shipped some
10,000,000 bushels to neutrals depend
ent upon us, and we have received,
some imports from other quarters.
"This accomplishment bf our people
in this matter stands out even more
clearly if we bear In mind that we bad
available in the fiscal year 1916-1from net carry-ove- r
and as surplus
over our normal consumption about
200,000,000 bushels of wheat which we
were able to export that year without
trenching on our home loaf," Mr.
Hoover said. "This last year, however,
owing to the large failure of the 1017
wheat crop, we had available from bet
carry-ove- r
and production and Imports
only Just about our normal, consumption. Therefore our wheat shipments
to Allied destinations represent approximately savings1 from our own
i
jwheat bread.
"These figures, however, do not fully
iconvey the volume of the effort and
sacrifice made during the past yean
De-- ,
by the whole American people.
spite the magnificent effort of our agricultural population fn planting a much
increased acreage In 1917, not only was
thete a very large failure In wheat,
but also the corn failed to' mature properly, and our corn Is our dominant crop.
"I am sure," Mr. Hoover wrote in
concluding his report, "that all thej
millions of our people, agricultural asi
well as urban, who have contributed!
to these results should feel a very,
definite satisfaction that In a year of
universal food shortages In the north.!
era hemisphere all of those people,
Joined together against Germany have
come through into sight of the coming
harvest not only with wealth and
strength fully maintained, but with
only temporary periods of hardship.
"It is difficult to distinguish between
various sections of our people--tl- ie
homes, public eating places, food:
trades, urban or agricultural popula-- ;
tlons in assessing credit for these re--1
suits, but no one will deny the domlo
nant part of the American women."
7

7

Mrs. John Hanna, of DaK&s. is
member of (he Council of the Young
Association,
Women's
Christian
which maintains hostess bouses lu
America and France, as well 'as pro--:
A hoarder Is a man who is more infor,
.vides recreation and rest
In getting his bite than in civi
(millions of women ' war workers in terested
Ing
his
bit.
J
'
both America and Europe.
,
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